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A Note Regarding FY03 DSIN Legislative and Grant Request Table of Contents 

 

Note – Pages of the FY03 DSIN Legislative & Grant Request do not correspond to the various pages of text 

that have been excerpted from other included official documents. For example the following document:  
�Intergovernmental Relations � Assembly of Delegates at the Institute for 

Government Innovations 2002 � John F. Kennedy School of Government at 
Harvard University 

Next Level Spy Craft � A Never Before Seen Portrait�� 
 
 
 

begins on approximately page 31 of the Legislative & Grant Request and has its own table of 
contents. Page numbers included within the �Intergovernmental Relations� document correspond only with 
the �Intergovernmental Relations� document and not the page numbers listed at the bottom of each page of 
the Legislative & Grant Request.  

 
If the enclosed, individual, documents, which denote their own table of contents and page 

numbers, are removed, as separate from the Legislative & Grant Request, the individual documents� page 
numbers will correspond to their respective table of contents. 

 
 

 

Table of Contents 
 

Re-Declaration of Independence 2002 A.D. 
 

In spite of those who know not the truth 
�May they be baffled to learn such 

 
We Have Changed America, U.S. Laws and the World as a Whole 

�for the Better and Greater Good 
 

 
Part I 

*Bold lettering (not page numbers) indicates financial data 
 >DSIN Official Secrets Act (P4) 
 >Official Briefing on 16th U.S. Defense Agency Creation (P5) 
   Cc: The National Security Council & President of the United States 
 >Top U.S. Spies, Armed Forces and CIA Alumni (International-Regional)  
   -- Military Families and Secret Pentagon Associations (P5 and P115) 
 >Profoundly Intelligent (Meta High-IQ) �  

  Defense Security Special Access Programs/ Operations (PID2SA) -- 
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  (Truth About the Intelligence Community -- There are Multiple) (P5) 
>Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense Memorandum to (P6) 
>Phraseology & Key-Word Elements  
  of Beyond Quantum Special Intelligence Program (P12) 
>Total Fulfillment of Congressional Requirements --Amazing/ 
 Job Openings: (1. Intelligence Analysts (2. Officers 
  New Multi-Agency Location Codes & AONN DSI/N @USAJobs (P13) 
>DSIN Law Enforcement/ Joint Operations Doctrine �  
  Counter: Espionage, Terrorism, Narcotics and Intelligence (P13) 
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>Proponents 
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Redefining America and Redesigning Defense, Security and   
Intelligence � U.S. DSI/N Defense Department/ Pentagon Charter 

>Estimated Proposed Spending as of February 2002 (P16) 
>The #1 Bi-Partisan Campaign, #1 Priority Focused  
and Direction Finding Concept Team (P17) 
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>Transcript of Official Website (P18) 
 
 

Part II 
 
>Intergovernmental Relations � Assembly of Delegates at the Institute for   
Government Innovations 2002 (P31) 
>AONN�s Overt/ Covert Psychological/ Media Operations  
& Terrorist Snare (P40) 
>Who�s Really Watching Our Alleys and Back Streets? DSIN 
Government Headquarters � Virtual Secure Locations and Environments - 
Union Alliance Collective Security � Redemption Agreement 2002/3 
(UACS RA 2002/3) � Advanced Lexicon � Recruitment of Spies Foreign 
and Domestic and Operations Before and After 17 May (Friday) 2002 � 
Codemaking and Codebreaking (Cryptology); University and Post-Grad 
Top U.S. Hackers are DSI/N Recruits � DSIN Hires Only the Best (P54) 
>We Work for the American People -- Operatives Among Us � Defenders 
and Guardians of the Constitution, Democracy  
and the American Republic -- Congressional/ Government Oversight At 
Its Best -- Intelligence Sharing/ Customer Service  (58) 
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City and Every State � New Age International Spying through 
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Metro Meetings with Domestic and Foreign Contacts � Special University 
and College National Security Projects and Non-Traditional/ Off-the-
Books Government Employment and Intelligence Service Indoctrination � 
U.S. Intelligence Agencies Decentralized and What DSI/N Knows that 
Other Intelligence Services Do Not � Classic Cases of Spies Thought to be 
Crazy or Delusional, but Later Proved to be Legitimate and Genuine � 
>New United States National Public Security System (USNP2S) (P64) 
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>Confidential AONN Executive Summary (Financial) (P91) 
>Defense Strategic Overview/Abstract of Multilateral DSI (P105) 
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>UW Cyber Defense Security Endowment/Philanthropists (P111/ 114) 
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The Most Compelling Fight � The Continuing Commitment � U.S. DSI/N 
Secrecy is Golden is Forever Sacred – We Live as Monks Bestowed 
 
 

 
DSIN Official Secrets Act serves as a code of honor by sworn oath based on the 

Assistant Chief of Staff�s memo to the Chief of Staff for G-2 Army Intelligence ( C ) 
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March 26, 1938 �to maintain and operate in time of peace under strictest provisions to 
insure secrecy.� 

 
Other Laws with which DSIN Operates Accordingly are as Follows: 
 
National Security Act of 1947 
Federal Advisory Committee Act 
Homeland Security Guidelines 
Patriot Act of 2001/2 
U.S.C. (United States Code) 
DSI/N Maintained DoD/ Pentagon Charter 
DoD Directive 1400.35/ Defense Civilian Personnel System (DCIPS) 19 March 

1999 which is responsible for the establishment of the Defense Civilian Intelligence 
Board (DCIB) 

Section 6 of Public Law 86-36 
President Reagan�s 1981 Executive Order 12333 
Existing co-op with private sector �interests� worldwide for operational security 

22. U.S.C. 2656 and the Federal Advisory Committee Act, a) amended 15 U.S.C. app.) 
The Overseas Security Advisory Council (OSAC) promotes these mutual interests 

 
�Some say intelligence gatherers or spies come from the most unlikely backgrounds, and I 

guess that applies to me. Throughout history you will see men and women from many 
backgrounds step forward to serve their country in this particular way, and I was no 

exception.� 
Words by Nathan Hale from CIA website:  

http://www.cia.gov/cia/ciakids/history/nathan.html 
 
 
 
 
Official Briefing on 16th U.S. Defense Agency Creation: 
 
Previously, portions of this congressional budget call had together served as an 

official DSIN disclosure of the service�s legal intent to become the 16th U.S. Defense 
Agency in an official briefing to the President and Vice President of the United States, 
Congress, and every Executive leader and major department in the national hierarchy. To 
this end, DSI/N has notified the White House, the State Department, FBI, FBI 
Counterintelligence, the Justice Department, Department of Defense, CIA, NSA, the 
entire Intelligence Community and the Office of Inspectors General. In the hypothetical 
sense, even without Congressional and/ or Presidential approval of 16th U.S. Defense 
Agency status, the AONN (Access One Network Northwest) U.S. Defense Security 
Intelligence Network would still legally, technically, and officially under a labyrinth of 
laws, both clear and obscure, remain as a powerful national intelligence organization. 
DSI/N is protected under the U.S. Constitution by the powers of the United States and for 
good reasons. If you are a star attorney and wish to apply for service to defend such 
perpetual legislation, do not hesitate to contact DSI/N Human Resources and your/ our 
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Congressional proponents. Once again, AONN U.S. Defense Security Intelligence 
Network (DSIN) is an advanced national defense security intelligence organization.  

 
 
 
Profoundly Intelligent (Meta High-IQ) Defense Security Special Access 

Programs/ Operations (PID2SA) 
And the Truth Shall Set You Free� 
Case in Point: 
 
As brought to the domain of public knowledge by intelligence expert, Jeffrey T. 

Richelson, in III Title: United States intelligence community, 
 
ISBN 0-8133-2376-2 © 1995 (Boulder, Colorado USA and United Kingdom by 

Westview Press/ Cumnor Hill, Oxford), 
 
there are in reality, multiple intelligence communities and not simply one. So for 

one to better understand our interrelationships, we are an intelligence community, which 
consists of intelligence officers and armed forces personnel culled from among various 
government agencies and military components. Yes, it would also be fair to say that we 
are also a defense, security and intelligence community. DSIN combines the concepts of 
National Intelligence Organizations, Defense Department Intelligence Organizations and 
Military Service Intelligence Organizations in ways that our predecessors have only 
dreamed of. DSI/N takes much credit for this, as multi-agency cooperation has been the 
crux of U.S. intelligence since the beginning. Our clandestine service fought, almost 
beyond imagination, to enforce reform throughout government, the United States and 
world as a whole. 

 
The Assistant Secretary of Defense (ASD) issued a directive for all military 

components to create a single unified intelligence command within their respective 
organizations�the directive was not followed. U.S. Presidents have issued Executive 
orders for unified intelligence�agencies have not cooperated effectively� 

 
However, for decades, members of a special intelligence group, AONN 

DSI/N, has observed, listened, followed instructions and recognized the call to the 
highest ideal. DSI/N has achieved a level of intelligence that agencies have forever 
struggled to reach � DSI/N has altogether changed and redesigned U.S. national 
security doctrine. DSI/N is that special exception to the rules, on-fire-energy that has 
taken the lead in an often-too-complex-for-most-people, super-bureaucracy. In spite of all 
the lies, backstabbing, double-crossing, abuses and deceit throughout society, the world, 
politics and government� the U.S. Defense Security Intelligence Network is a champion 
organization and knows in large, what is really going on. 

 
 

 

19 June 2002 
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To:   Directorate for Information Resources Management,  

 Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Comptroller) 

 

CC:  NIST 

 

RE:  Pacific Rim Intelligence –  

 AONN DSI / Access One Network Northwest Theater Operations 

 U.S. National Defense Security Intelligence Service 

 
 
Dear Assistant Secretary of Defense, 
 
 
AONN DSI has registered with National Archives for upgraded agency status. As a 
special independent agency, which served as a top supporter of Defense Department 
trading while identified as 1P0W4 and dually listed under Defense Logistics Agency, 
DSI/N has ascended to the forefront of U.S. Counterintelligence. DSI/N is now second 
only to the Office of the National Counterintelligence Executive�s roster of top-tier 
personnel. Moreover, our staff is certain you are well aware that NCIX includes 
essentially the entire Intelligence Community. Beneath that we have humbly earned our 
rank as a most noteworthy national defense component.  
 
AONN DSI new national security protocol created at Harvard University John F. 
Kennedy School of Government for FY 2002/3 has already made history. Approximately 
three years ago, Defense Contract Management Command (DCMC), which had been a 
component under Defense Logistics Agency, became autonomous. Decades prior it was 
NSA and the event that had preceded CSS had obviously been CIA. History is made once 
again as DSI/N is next in line. Our new joint-CI/CT Strike Force / multi-agency, 
following in the footsteps of the most reputable predecessor agencies, is the largest, most 
sophisticated and most compelling entity in our nation�s military industrial complex. 
Working closely with all strata, every conceivable command level and every known 
sector, our tremendous system of information as well as beyond state of the art 
intelligence sharing capabilities only serve to strengthen positive relations with CIA/ 
DIA/ NSA. The DSI/N collective feels that it would be an absolute honor to continue our 
service to the nation, aforementioned components and DOD command under Special 
Operations Command. This would be an ideal position as it puts us at the bottom of the 
totem pole (senior officials will like this notion) in the overall Special Operations 
Command lineage, but nonetheless provides DOD with the next generation module, 
which of course is clearly a much needed element. This will reasonably ensure a 
continued DOD generational cycle. I am certain that DSI/N has CIA/ DIA/ NSA 
blessings as the respective leadership understands the dire need for the defense security 
intelligence ideology to continue forth, refresh itself, and offer a new light every couple 
of decades. Each time this happens, the DOD community grows, the newest agency gets 
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the �new person on the block� treatment (humor) and nevertheless contributes the next 
building block to further fortify and increase efficiency of the machine. Again, it would 
be the greatest honor to delegate one hundred percent of our detachment to your office so 
that the updated hierarchy will appear as follows: 
 
                      Executive Departments 

               (and their associated organizations) 

 

     97EX    Inspector General, Office of  

     97BJ    Joint Chiefs of Staff, Organization of  

     97CG    National Security Agency/Central Security Service  

     97JC    Strategic Defense Initiatives Agency  

     97HW    Uniformed Services University of the Health Sciences  

     97GZ    U.S. Court of Military Appeals  
     97ZS    U.S. Special Operations Command 
     97OX   AONN Defense Security Intelligence Network/Pacific Rim Theater Operations  
 

… Unique alternative selected autonomously under Public Law is A1X0  

(Read “A…1…X…Zero”), whereas the preceding “97” series code consists of the letter 

“O” rather than the number zero 
 

 
DSI/N has a few options as indicated in FIPS 95-1: �Users may assign their own four-
character code, preferably with a letter as the leftmost character to avoid possible conflict 
with the numerical TAS, or they may forward a written request to NIST, Room B151, 
Technology Building, Gaithersburg, MD 20899, for a formal assignment of a code.�  
 
DSI/N could provide its own code as autonomous/ interdependent or request that NIST 
do so, however we would prefer your assignment. It�s a natural progression in DOD 
structural evolution and we would like for DOD to be excited about this. We are asking 
Congress for $50M in 2003 and it is estimated that roughly thirty percent of this will go 
toward the hiring of top DOD staff. DSI/N is your service and your service staff gladly 
shares in the momentous occasion. 
 

 

Sincerely, 
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CIO Robert Lee Taylor/ Director of DSI/N Operations – Pacific Rim 

2625 Colby Complex, Building/Suite 3-158 

Everett, Washington 98201-2971 
 
 
 

 

 

TABLE OF ORGANIZATIONS AND CODES 

                      Executive Departments 

               (and their associated organizations) 

 

    1300  Commerce, Department of  

    1301       Office of the Secretary  

    1304       Office of the Inspector General  

    131E       Economic Affairs  

    1342       National Technical Information Service  

    1321       Bureau of Economic Analysis  

    1323       Bureau of the Census  

    1325       Economic Development Administration  

    1350       International Trade Administration  

    1352       Minority Business Development Agency  

    1341       National Institute of Standards and Technology  

    1330       National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration  

    1335       National Telecommunications and Information  

                   Administration  

    1344       Patent and Trademark Office  

    1351       U.S. Export Administration  

    1359       Technology Administration  

    1355       U.S. Travel and Tourism Administration  

 

 
 

 

                 TABLE OF ORGANIZATIONS AND CODES 

                      Executive Departments 

               (and their associated organizations) 
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     9700  Defense, Department of (except military departments)  

     ----     Office of the Secretary of Defense  

     97AD      Immediate Office of the Secretary of Defense  

     97AE      Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency  

     97AK      Defense Information Systems Agency  

     97AR      Defense Contract Audit Agency  

     97AW      On Site Inspection Agency  

     97AV      Defense Investigative Service  

     97AQ      Defense Legal Services  

     97AS      Defense Logistics Agency  

     97AB      Defense Mapping Agency  

     97AH      Defense Nuclear Agency  

     97AT      Defense Security Assistance Agency  

     97AU      Defense Technology Security Administration  

     97AZ      Defense Commissary Agency  

     97BZ      Defense Finance and Accounting Service  

     ----      Field Organizations of the Office of the  

                 Secretary of Defense  

     97F1           American Forces Information Service  

     97F3           Civilian Health and Medical Program of the 

                    Uniformed Services, Office of the 

     97F4           Defense Medical Support Activity     

     97F2           Dependents Schools, Office of   

     97F6           Economic Adjustment, Office of  

     97F5           Washington Headquarters Services  

     97DL    Defense Intelligence Agency  

     ----    Defense Support Activities 

     9737      Defense Analysis and Studies Office 

     9738      Defense Installation Support Office 

     9739      Defense Environment Support Office 

     9740      Defense Logistics Office 

     9741      Defense Manpower Data Center 

     9742      Defense Procurement Support Office 

     9743      Defense Production Resources Support Office 

     9744      Defense Productivity Program Office 

     9745      Defense Systems and Program Office 
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     9746      Defense Technology Analysis Office 

     9747      Defense Training and Performance Data Center 

     9748      DOD Civilian Personnel Center 

     9749      Vulnerability and Analysis Branch 

     9750      Management Support Center 

     9751      Total Quality Management Support Office 
9752 Management Systems Support Office 

 
TABLE OF ORGANIZATIONS AND CODES   

                      Executive Departments 

               (and their associated organizations) 

 

     5700  Air Force, Department of the (Headquarters, USAF)  

     570N     Immediate Office, Headquarters, USAF  

     571C     Air Combat Command  

     571L     Air Mobility Command  

     5706     Air Force Audit Agency  

     572C     Air Force Civilian Personnel Management Center  

     573W     Air Force Center for Environmental Excellence  

     572P     Air Force Center for International Programs  

     572N     Air Force Center for Studies and Analyses  

     572H     Air Force Combat Operations Staff  

     570Y     Air Force Communications Command  

     572A     Air Force Cost Center  

     572V     Air Force Disposal Agency 

     572W     Air Force District of Washington  

     573G     Air Force Elements, Europe  

     573V     Air Force Elements, Other than Europe  

     573N     Air Force Elements, U.S. Atlantic Command  

     573C     Air Force Elements, U.S. Central Command  

     573P     Air Force Elements, U.S. Pacific Command  

     573R     Air Force Elements, U.S. Readiness Command  

     573M     Air Force Elements, U.S. Southern Command  

     573Q     Air Force Elements, U.S. Strategic Command 

     571W     Air Force Engineering and Services Center  

     573Y     Air Force Frequency Management Center 

     5702     Air Force Inspection and Safety Center  
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     5705     Air Force Intelligence Service  

     572E     Air Force Legal Services Center  

     571G     Air Force Logistics Agency 

     5701     Air Force Management Engineering Agency  

     5709     Air Force Manpower and Personnel Center  

     571M     Air Force Material Command  

     572F     Air Force Medical Services Center  

     572U     Air Force Morale, Welfare and Recreation Center 

     5708     Air Force Office of Security Police  

     5707     Air Force Office of Special Investigations 

     572R     Air Force Program Executive Office 

     572X     Air Force Real Estate Agency  

     572M     Air Force Review Boards Office  

     572G     Air Force Service Information and News Center  

     572T     Air Force Supply Center 

     572L     Air Force Technical Applications Center  

     5703     Air Force Operations Test and Evaluation Center 

     572Q     Air Force Weather Service  

     574Z     Air National Guard 

     572I        Air National Guard Support Center  

     5734        Air National Guard Units (Mobilization)     

                   (Title 5)  

     5732        Air National Guard Units (Title 32) 

     570I     Air  Reserve Personnel Center  

     570J     Air Training Command  

     570K     Air University  

     573L     Center for Air Force History 

     570U     Electronic Security Command  

     570M     Headquarters, Air Force Reserve  

     573S     Headquarters, U.S. Space Command and NORAD  

     572S     HQ NORAD 

     573Z     Joint Services Survival, Evasion, Resistance and 

                 Escape Agency  

     570R     Pacific Air Forces  

     573I     Reservist, Centrally Managed  

     571S     Space Command  

     570B     U.S. Air Force Academy  
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     572K     U.S. Air Force Historical Research Center  

     570D     U.S. Air Forces, Europe  

     5724     7th Communication Group 
 

 
 
 
 

Phraseology & Key-Word Elements  
of Beyond Quantum Special Intelligence Program 

 
! Super Formula/ Data Arrangement =  

 
UNION ALLIANCE/ COLLECTIVE SECURITY 2002/ 3 A.D. 
EPIC REPUBLIC 
EPIC NATIONS 
Multilateral DSI 
Manifested as Never Before 
Re-Declaration of Independence 2002  
  at Harvard University�s John F. Kennedy School of Government 
 

 
Total Fulfillment of Congressional Requirements 
 
Amazingly, the DSIN formula totally fulfills the Congressional requirement to 

design and procure appropriate capabilities for technical collection to replace aging 
systems, a substantial increase of funding for National Foreign Intelligence programs and 
the beginning of a substantial investment to institute intelligence capabilities required to 
protect national security and to provide the first line of defense against terrorism and 
other transnational issues. 

 
New Multi-Agency Location Codes Shall Be Assigned to Represent 

Organizations for the Purpose of: 
 
(1) Streamlining  
(2) Fulfill Third Party Requirements and Accomplish Agency Assets/          

Equity Management 
 
Example � A1X0 (DSI/N Unique Federal Information Processing System Code 
Assignment) 

 
 
 

 
DSIN Law Enforcement/ Joint Operations Doctrine 
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DSIN Leads a Multi-Agency Super Task Force in the areas of:  
 
Counterespionage, Counterterrorism, Counter Narcotics and Counterintelligence 
 
DSIN provides imagery, human, signals, measurement and signature, open source, 
technical, and counterintelligence information as well as leadership, force protection 
support and other advanced sources and methods. DSIN receives many applications from 
active military personnel. And for the record, one might find it interesting to know that 
DSIN is actually comprised of select active duty personnel from every armed U.S. 
military service�and some foreign. 
 

(Note: This text also appears later in budget call)  

Qualifying individuals from eligible organizations / components are invited to collaborate 
with us at our new cyber security and information electronic warfighting base, centers, 
facilities and annexed complexes. For invitees, we have listed: 

This list is in no way exhaustive. If you do not see your entity, please be advised all 
eligible state, federal, military and cleared academic / civilian specialists are invited. 
Contact DSI/N Operations if you wish to cooperate. 

Congress � All U.S. Government executive branch departments and agencies � 
CIA/DIA/DEA/DSS/FBI/NSA � Office of the National Counterterrorism Executive � 
NIPC (National Infrastructure Protection Center � Bureau of Justice Assistance / RISS 
Center Services � The National Cybercrime Training Partnership (NCTP) � Homeland  
Security � NASA � Institute  for Intergovernmental Research (IIR) / State and Local 
Anti-Terrorism Training (SLATT) Program � Interpol and More 
 
If you wish for DSIN to represent your organization, contact DSIN Headquarters to 
request that your cyber defense security intelligence requirements be added to our 
inserted multi-agency budget call. 
 
 
 
Shocking Demonstration of DSIN Capabilities � Dedication 
 

Quantum Scientific Breakthrough -- Internal Intelligence Report 

  

 A revelation of mass invention and the world�s most secret weapon identified  
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Hyper-Thesis  

Parallel Worlds and Information 

 

Palladium Treatise and Compromise of 2002 � How DSIN Made it Possible  

Beyond State of the Art 21st Century   

The New Black Chamber/ Super Codes �  

495 Washington (State) Interface to 495 Washington (D.C.) Beltway 

Testimony of a U.S. Information Warrior Caught In the Net 

Delivered to the White House and Congress � Statements to the Press 

From Published Events � Report from a Warfighter Tangled in the Web � Written 
as a Thesis to the World of Academia � An Intelligence Report from America�s 
Frontlines:  
  
Geopolitical Thesis of Societies on the Brink of Total Destruction 

�All those who have sought throughout time and long before it was conceived to 
destroy the United States of America, the highest Western Christian ideal, and the 

Church as a whole� 

 
  

 

The above hyper-theses, which are located throughout the DSIN Legislative & Budget 
Request for FY 2003, are dedicated to the men and women of the craft�masters, 
apprentices, secret watchers, holders of special knowledge, info-runners and info-soldiers 

�who have lived double, triple, quadruple, and more lives�who have overcome 
socioeconomic and geopolitical barriers�and who as a result, spiritually experience what 
less than one percent of the worlds knows� 
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�we fight with all our being so that others shall know and so that we shall all be set 
free� 

In the universal battle of good versus evil, despite the eon or day throughout the 
multiverse and regardless of good or evil or how modern or ancient�energy�soul spirit 
entities, however transformed�remain among us at and war�even those who appear 
dead and lost 

Nay� 

 

The book has been written�they are not really dead, nor are they forever lost 

 
 
 
 
Unclassified List of DSIN FY03 Budgetary Items 

 
Interagency Transfer of DOD Personnel 
Secure Upgraded NSA Computer Information Security Equipment 
Publishing House Additions 
Enhanced Cyber Security and Information Electronic Warfighting Infrastructures 
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory Project (Bio-Weapons Scanner) 
University of Washington Cyber Defense Security Endowment 
 
 

Proponents: 
 
FY 2003 Defense Dept. Programs (U.S. Senate) 
Subcommittee on Defense of House Appropriations Committee 
Official AT&T Partnership 
Defense Authorization Legislature 
Joint Intelligence Committee 
 

Special Projects Potential Sources of Funding: 
 
Intelligence Appropriations Act 
DoD Appropriations Act � Counter-Terrorism and Operational Response Transfer 

Fund (Director of Central Intelligence) 
Department of State �Office of Policy Planning and Budget� 
Commerce, State and Justice Appropriations Act 
Defense Emergency Response Fund 
U.S. Patriot Act 
Defense Intelligence Agency and All Other Military Intelligence Components 
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TIARA � Tactical Intelligence and Related Activities 
DARPA � Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency 
Department of State 
Homeland Defense Legislation (Approved 6 July 2002) -- $31.5 billion focused 

on anti-terror operations 
State Military Departments (State of Washington � Timothy J. Lowenberg/ 

Assistant Joe Huden)  
 
 
Estimated Proposed Spending as of February 2002 
 
Homeland Security Request Approximately $37.7 billion 
Total Presidential Request $396 billion 
 
 

 
The #1 Bi-Partisan Campaign, #1 Priority Focused  

and Direction Finding Concept Team 
 
AONN/ Access One Network Northwest U.S. Defense Security Intelligence/ 

Network national level, special federal independent, multi-agency service, and 
intelligence community, is comprised of both current and former intelligence officers 
from various government agencies, armed forces and the academic/ private sector. 

 
The primary ongoing mission the service encompasses the entire gamut of the 

super strategically combined fields of defense, security and intelligence. AONN DSI has 
ingeniously combined in a multilateral sense, areas such as advanced HUMINT (Human 
Intelligence) collection, processing, and dissemination with law enforcement, counter 
narcotics, weapons of mass destruction non-proliferation, counterespionage and other 
such intelligence, defense and security fields in ways that have never previously been 
achieved. AONN DSI champions legitimate government and non-government causes in 
correlation with U.S. foreign and domestic interests. 

 
 
Press Conference/ DSI/N National Defense Plan Has Been Deployed 

 
 
DSIN Identifies, Streamlines and Eliminates Unnecessary and Excess 

Government Data Thereby Creating Multibillion Dollar Budgetary Offsets � Reduction 
of Expenses � Maximum Interagency Cost Effectiveness � DSIN Financial Plan Saves 
Billions in U.S. Defense Security Intelligence Spending and Miraculously Recovers 
Overall Economic Deficit  
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Transcript of Official Website 

International Security 
AONN/ 

Access One Network Northwest 
U.S. Defense Security Intelligence Network (DSI/N) 

 

 
Advanced U.S. National Security Protocol, Counter-Intelligence (CI) Systems, and 

Counter-Terrorism (CT) 
 

Beyond State of the Art 

Northwest Pacific Rim Theater Operations � Research, Analysis and Deployment 
 

Maximum interoperability as never before 

Civilian/ non-civilian prodigies and elite warfighters working together � The world�s 
most highly disciplined men and women, young and old, who have dedicated their lives 
far beyond the call of duty 
 

Defense Department/ Pentagon Charter 

AONN DSI is a 24-hour data exchange system of which the scope of the information is 

as William Webster indicated. His words were: “…The scope of this information includes 

virtually every kind of information-information from all parts of the world-economic, 

political, military, scientific, information about people, places, and events; events that 

have happened and might happen-wars, coups, terrorist acts, crop failures, elections, 

famine, drug trafficking, and natural disasters…” 
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Charter Continued: 

Defense Security Intelligence Network Mission – Protect America At All Costs 

 

Even Years Preceding 9/11 

This Has Been Our Aim: 

 

Our core mission is to defend America’s streets and communities in areas where 

there has been little or no oversight, isolate and defeat terrorists domestic and 

foreign who are operating both in and out of cyberspace, expose corruption and 

extremely difficult to identify threats to the national security while implementing 

countermeasures to such, create new laws through legislation to protect citizens, 

penetrate what have traditionally been nearly impenetrable networks, and reform 

by means of altering previously criminal and anti-American ideologies. 

 

“Vast and complex government systems (e.g., communication) are 

streamlined…” 

 

Harvard University John F. Kennedy School of Government –  

Innovations In American Government 2002 
 

 

Union Alliance Collective Security – Redemption Agreement 2002/3 “PROJECT: EPIC 

REPUBLIC/ EPIC NATIONS” (UACS RA 2002/3); USNP2S (United States National 
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Public Security System). Project EPIC REPUBLIC/ EPIC NATIONS is a nonpartisan 

project and does not imply any preferential relationship with the Republican Party, per 

se. 

 
 
CI/CT Abstract: 
 
Threat Reduction/Non-Proliferation Methodologies 
New Math Science and Technology/Cryptanalysis 
Geopolitical and Foreign Intelligence Analysis 
Special Projects 

Next Level HUMINT (Human Intelligence) 

Highly Advanced Satellite Technologies 
Data Systems Streamlining 
 

 
 

�Codes, Ciphers, Faster Than Light Quantum Super Computing, and the Future of Artificial 
Thinking� 

 
�Parallels�Following in the footsteps of George Washington and General William 

Donovan�s Office of Strategic Services (OSS) 
 
 

Thinking Beyond State of the Art � 
 

Sample Intelligence Product 

 
 

It’s All Data …Alphanumeric 

 

Our Advanced Analytic Production and Service of Intelligence to government, the 

American people, and larger world community, accrues capital by increasing 

society’s educated awareness of government programs and related resources. 
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DSI/N is computerized as well as fully-automated to meet the ever-growing 21st 

Century needs of our customers who are the policymakers and decision makers 

of the U.S. Government and friendly nations. DSIN disseminates accurate and 

timely intelligence reports in support of all levels of command.  DSI 

 

 

Archetype of Immeasurable Genius 

 

 

“Designed By High-IQ (Over 190+) Kids Who Were Consulted and Trained By 

Star Military and Intelligence Veterans – One Thing That We Always Remember 

Is That Things Are Not Always What They Seem To Be…Misdirection…The 

Enemy Uses Denial and Deception and Deceit…Therefore We Must Be At Least 

Twice As Clever…Thrice As Crafty…” 

 

Statecraft & Tradecraft…Mastery of Skills In a Dangerous and Volatile 
Environment…Stability Is Key 

 

There are seven primary intelligence source types:  imagery, human, signals, 

measurement and signature, open source, technical, and counterintelligence. 

 
Taken from raw data and transformed into workable intelligence information, we derive 
original and advanced concepts, which are light years beyond state of the art. 
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Data Map It and Magnify Creativity  

 
Select �Strategic Intelligence� from among the following three options:  
 

Strategic, Operational, or Tactical Intelligence 

 
Data Sketch: 
 

Actionable Analysis � Legislation � Publicly Motivational American Political Ideology 
(PMAPI) 

 
Maintaining International Peace Dialogue � New Ideas Insight � Agency Identifies and 

Eliminates Unnecessary Data Thereby Creating Multimillion Dollar/ Multibillion Dollar 
Budgetary Offsets � Reduction of Expenses � Maximum Interagency Cost Effectiveness 

 
Redefining America and Redesigning Defense, Security, and Intelligence 

Infrastructure/Architecture � Balancing Methods and Viable Source Integration 
 

Breakthrough Sciences and Discovery Navigation � Utilizing Non-Traditional and Anti-
Bureaucratic Systems In Concert with Tradition and Absolute Diplomacy � Reliability, 

Practicability, Predictability and Fusion 
 

 

FAQs 

 
Cyberspace Security Specialists 

The Highest of High Tech 
Meta-Thinking 

 
New and advanced national security protocol, codebreaking, encryption,  

and geopolitical analysis 
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AONN develops highly complex cryptographic code for use in U.S. national security 
systems. Chief AONN DSI products are advanced counterintelligence systems and 
methods, military-class computer hardware and software, �new math� science and 
technologies, and foreign intelligence analysis. 

 

 

 
 

Organization Chart: 

 

Public Affairs 

Congressional Affairs 

Human Resources 

Information Directorate/Administration 

Defense Staffing & Finance 

Military Intelligence Branch 

Research, Analysis, & Deployment (RAD) 

Foreign Intelligence Branch 

Advanced Defense Weapon Systems 

Acquisition/Procurement Division 

Criminal Investigations & Security 
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"Imagine a uniquely designed information security agency operating in the Pacific 
Northwest while providing D.C. policymakers on the opposite coast with timely and 

accurate geopolitical analyses, projections and intelligence reports. The agency's perfect 
media track record in the proprietary sector, clandestine nature, practice of hiring 
computer security experts and ingenious posture, make it the ideal player in this 

particular line of 21st Century global business.�  

  

-Jessica Daniels/AONN Public Affairs 1st Quarter 2002 

 

The 7 Primary AONN Functions are: 

1.) U.S. National Security, Risk and Threat Assessment i.e., Information Security  
(InfoSec); 

2.) New Math Science and Technology/ Research, Analysis & Deployment (RAD); 

3.) Intelligence Studies i.e., Counterterrorism and Cryptologic Systems; 

4.) Geopolitical and Foreign Intelligence Analysis; 

5.) Criminal Investigative Services: Data Forensics (Recovery), Background Checks, 
Skip Tracing and Non-Partisan Political Committee Liaison (All Branches of 
Government e.g. City, State, and Federal); 

6.) Special Projects and Reports: Domestic and Proprietary Multimedia Audio/Video 
Design, Engineering, Production, Publishing and Distribution; and 

7.) 24-hour Computer Technical Support Assistance, Consulting, Repair and Emergency 
Response   

  

 

 

In addition to the 7 Primary Functions as indicated, AONN is tasked with the following: 

A) Publications to the extent of Declassified reports and analyses 

B) Highly Advanced Satellite Telecommunications Technologies 
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C) Computer Information Security Software; Next Level Information Assurance 
Architecture 

D) Broad-Range Security Systems 

D) Advanced Defense Weapon Systems (i.e. Kinetic Weapons, both lethal and non-
lethal,  

E) Special Operations [PsyOps], Threat Reduction Methodologies, etc.) 

F) Artificial Intelligence (AI) 

G) Nano-Technologies 

H) Bio-Medical Technologies 

I) Data Systems Streamlining/ Project: �Epic Republic� 

 

History 
 

Conceived in 1986 and created in 1995, AONN began as a military families 
association of IT/Information Technology, Electronics, Mathematics and Science 
students at the college and university levels. For the next seven years, AONN 
conducted a global intensive research and development effort and accelerated in 
the fields of Defense Analysis, Non-Proliferation and Threat Reduction, before 
ultimately becoming the foremost new theory authority in the highly 
specialized area of Counterterrorism. Now, an independent Defense Security 
Intelligence (DSI) Network tasked with Northwest Pacific Rim Theater Operations 
and global response, AONN reports timely analyses to top Washington 
policymakers as authorized by Congress and United States Code (U.S.C.). 

 

May 2002 Public Address from AONN DSI Director of Operations 

 

For Immediate Release: 
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Our agency is proud to support, unlike any other entity in world history, the various defense, 
security, and Intelligence Community member organizations of the United States and Allied 
Nations and would like to take this time to thank the many of you working in academia, policy 
and private sectors who have helped to assist in the transition from Research & Analysis to public 
domain. Thank you. 

  

Respectfully Yours, 

 

 

Robert L. Taylor III / Director of Operations 

U.S. Policy Support 

Information Directorate/AONN Defense Security Intelligence (DSI) 

AONN Human Resources/Defense Programs Finance & Staffing Division 

 

 

Intelligence Sharing/ Customer Service 

 

National to International Assessment, Estimates/Requirements and Logistics 

Preparation of Collection Plan, World Targets and Tactical Posture 

Enemy/Threat Identification/Location, Capability, Intention and Overall Power 

 

DSIN collects, processes, warehouses, permanently archives, and disseminates 
information, which affects society as a whole, but that ninety-nine point nine 
percent of the world won’t hear about in the news or find on the World Wide Web. 
Being that the Network is a multi-agency, joint-counterstrike force and possesses 
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such a culmination of some of the world’s brightest and most brilliant intellect, 
intelligentsia, academicians and minds, it can quite easily be said that the AONN 
DSI concept by itself is worth multibillions. AONN DSI is incredibly charismatic. 
Our intelligence experts are powerbrokers capable of almost unimaginable 
negotiation skills. One scenario is that in a friendly foreign sector in need of 
highly advanced anti-satellite defense systems and related satellite 
communications hardware and software, DSIN has the inside track, top analytical 
support and means with which to obtain and secure said equipment for our 
customers for the lowest possible price on the planet. DSIN has access and the 
powerful capability to seamlessly mitigate millions of dollars worth of sensitive 
data at a lower than wholesale cost in exchange for twice that which our agency 
spent. As one can simply deduce, millions of dollars can be accumulated in a 
brief matter of minutes. 

 

Our officers are specially trained to get information from point A to point B and do 
so in the midst of chaos. We make perfect sense in a world fraught with 
disinformation. We are tasked to find and annihilate denial and deception 
operations. Conversely, we help to get our customers ideas across …and that 
often means across borders.  

 

AONN DSI also extends to share in, on the average, $250,000 worth of 
government contracts with our financiers. Typically, DSI will agree to terms of 
split payment on contract disbursements. Allotment can be considerably larger 
ranging from $250,000 to several millions or even several billions for that matter. 
Much of this is obviously confidential, however, it can be stated that AONN has 
created a robust system of defense monetary fundraising via a mechanism of 
discreet apportionment. More simply put, our formula is coded – 
multidimensionally encrypted. 
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Issuance of Advisories and Notification of Ready (i.e., Open, Go, Standby) 

Status to All Agencies of a Common Concern 

 

DSIN is paid to campaign for and promote just causes determined by means of 
deep analysis to be for the greater good. Our agency makes professional 
judgments. We adhere to a philosophy of minimizing redundancy, and keeping 
information clear, concise and to the point. DSIN directly deals with crucial issues 
affecting international security and both U.S. domestic and foreign policy. We 
help those who desire to see the bigger picture. DSIN advocates on behalf of 
strong leaders. 

 

Around the clock in multiple time zones 

 

AONN DSI maintains an ultra-sophisticated 50-state and foreign database of 
government, military, political and commercial/ private-sector assets. Our 
intelligence data come from both open and closed-sources as we are naturally 
aware in our dynamic Earth system. We provide liaison, world-class consulting 
and accomplish what others cannot. Our task is astronomically difficult and it is 
for the security of the People and the future continuity of U.S. Government 
foundation, that we hold to the highest American ideal. The craft of espionage 
predates modern times and is found in case history throughout the Bible and in 
the formation of the United States itself. Secrecy is golden, an art, science, 
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catalyst for positive change and central to our collective civilization, history and 
evolution as an industrialized nation. 

 

 
 

Spies Like Us 
 
Cloak and Dagger to Computers� 
Modern Civil War and Urban Geopolitical Warfare 
� To Operation:  Enduring Freedom 
 
From Spy to Spymaster� 
 

It has been said that the CIA is in fact, not a product of the Cold War, but rather it 

is more than anything, a bi-product of World War II. AONN DSI clandestine 

lineage to and division of the Intelligence Community, on the other hand, is very 

much a product of the ‘70s, ‘80s and ‘90s and what our analysts consider to 

clearly be an extended and ongoing Cold War. The truth is, we have always been 

at war even at home within our own cities and communities in the United States. 

Furthermore, our agency understands that there has always been a state of 

constant war of good vs. evil and that nearly every city, township, state, province 

and nation during every era throughout time, has experienced some kind of 

civil/political war in spite of history books not particularly having reflected or 

documented such. 

 

 

Becoming an AONN Defense Security Intelligence/ Counterintelligence Officer 
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As a 24-hour global defense, security, intelligence network, AONN DSI is tasked with 
and responsible for a myriad of community policing duties, anti-crime, reform and 
national security initiatives, as well as protecting America�s cyberspace and various 
critical infrastructures. DSI Service is akin to living what has been referred to as a 
�monastic� life and clearly is not for everyone. DSI training is rigorous, and 
excruciatingly sacrificial, to say the least. On the other side of the coin, the highest 
achievers will experience what relatively few people in the world ever have and what few 
people ever will. Only serious candidates should apply. AONN DSI is an absolutely 
drug-free workplace and an Equal Opportunity Employer (EOE). Applicants for 
employment must be U.S. citizens. All that it takes to succeed in any field is positive 
initiative. Do your part to help save the world. 
 
Partnerships, endowments, corporate, commercial, institutional and private sponsorships 
are managed through AONN DSI Public Affairs Office.  
 
Components and eligible individuals seeking information regarding procurement, 
contracts, vacancies, and employment, please contact administration through our public 
affairs U.S. West Coast hotline at (206) 666-8078 (extension provides 24-hour messaging 

assistance) and/or by the following link public affairs.  
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AONN Website Security Warning 

  
You Have Accessed a U.S. Government System: 

This site is intended to be used for viewing and retrieving information that is 
publicly available to all. 

  
Computer Fraud and Abuse Act of 1986: 

Unauthorized attempts to upload, add to or change information on this service is 
strictly prohibited and may be punishable under the Computer Fraud and Abuse 

Act of 1986 and the National Information Infrastructure Protection Act. 
  

US Government System Monitoring: 
The Government may monitor and audit the usage of this system. All persons are 
hereby notified that the use of this system constitutes consent to monitoring and 

auditing. 
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Monday, July 15, 2002 

  
For Immediate Public Release: 
  

Intergovernmental Relations � Assembly of Delegates at the Institute for Government 
Innovations 2002 � John F. Kennedy School of Government at Harvard University 

Next Level Spy Craft � A Never Before Seen Portrait of U.S. Urban Human Intelligence 
� Suggestive of the Medal of Freedom; A Shocking American Inside Report from the 

Frontline � Who�s Really Watching Our Alleys and Back Streets? 

Inside the West Coast and State of Washington Pacific Rim Ring of Fire  

  

AGENCY: AONN U.S. DEFENSE SECURITY INTELLIGENCE SERVICE 

Beyond State of the Art Intelligence for the 21st Century 

-We Are the People 

ACTION: 

Union Alliance Collective Security � Redemption Agreement 2002/3 (UACS RA 2002/3) 
[Codename:  Operation / Project �EPIC REPUBLIC/ EPIC NATIONS�]  
USNP2S (United States National Public Security System) *Project EPIC REPUBLIC is a 
nonpartisan project and does not imply any preferential relationship with the Republican 
Party, per se. 

  

SUMMARY: 

Qualifying individuals from eligible organizations / components are invited to collaborate 
with us at our new cyber security and information electronic warfighting base, centers, 
facilities and annexed complexes. For invitees, we have listed: 

This list is in no way exhaustive. If you do not see your entity, please be advised all 
eligible state, federal, military and cleared academic / civilian specialists are invited. 
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Congress � All U.S. Government executive branch departments and agencies � 
CIA/DIA/DEA/DSS/FBI/NSA � Office of the National Counterterrorism Executive � 
NIPC (National Infrastructure Protection Center � Bureau of Justice Assistance / RISS 
Center Services � The National Cybercrime Training Partnership (NCTP) � Homeland  
Security � NASA � Institute  for Intergovernmental Research (IIR) / State and Local 
Anti-Terrorism Training (SLATT) Program � Interpol and More 

 

ADVANCED LEXICON � GREATER SYNTAX � MORE BALANCED  

� MASTERS OF LEXICOGRAPHY 

For the purpose of clarity we have disregarded certain outdated rules with regard to 
punctuation in some areas such as capitalization, line spacing, compounding, and other 
style matters. The science of writing composition is constantly evolving and various 
English grammar rules don�t always make sense in every case. Contemporary syntax is 
often ambiguous therefore we have created some new rules using our own trademark 
style. For example, some authors when composing titles and headings, do not capitalize 
�a� in �an� , �i� in �is� , or �o� in �on.� We on the other hand, for the sake of uniformity 
and aesthetics, do. To us, it looks much better the way we do it and the text is 
considerably more balanced. The other way makes no sense and is traditionally executed 
in such a manner for obsolete reasons. We do not follow patterns that make no sense. 
Please observe the following and determine which of the two looks better in your 
opinion: 
  
Protect America At All Costs 
Protect America at All Costs 
  
  
We prefer number one based on the fact that both one and two are correct and when we 
researched various book titles found in databases around the world, some world-class 
authors follow the second convention, while other authors follow the first. Again, to us, 
the first looks better and is clearly more balanced. And for the official record we did 
ensure that all text was uniformly 12-point or less (possibly less in some places) and 
Times New Roman font. Another change we made was that we did not double space our 
entire document, but in many cases we intentionally used three, four, or more spaces 
between headings, paragraphs, text, and titles. One will find that we did in fact follow 
conventional architecture by approximately ninety-eight percent, but that we also 
deviated for both good and logical reasons. If there is any element of our initial draft that 
is ultimately deemed insufficient and therefore unacceptable by the majority, our 
attorneys will make any and all necessary changes. But nevertheless, we are masters and 
leaders of information, thus masters of information management and our document is a 
masterpiece work of art. If someone or a small handful of people disagrees, he or she or 
the small group will come to realize that this document has been created so that it can 
easily and most seamlessly be codified. This powerful manuscript can be modified to 
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code within hours to any degree indicated versus any would-be critic who really has 
nothing remotely close to a visible and quite tangible solution to geopolitics and many of 
society�s previously unsolved problems dating back to ancient times, as we have clearly 
produced. Our creation is nearly twenty years in the making and we have done our 
homework more so than most humans as anyone can see. In some instances, our officers 
have individually had to perform the work of more than a thousand men and women 
because no one else would do it. We have no problems in nominating ourselves for any 
awards of which we deserve. The DSI/N Public Affairs staff is willing to discuss matters 
in respect to press conferences. Our agency is more than worthy of a multibillion-dollar 
merger from the outset. So please by all means contact us if you think you have what it 
takes to be on the team.  
  
  

Presently, we are a special federal independent service based on, inspired by and created 
after the Amtrak government corporation model. Please see public disclosure. By many 
within government and the public and private sectors, DSIN is honored and recognized 
for its monumental achievements above and beyond the call of duty. Our legacy is epic. 

The calculated net effect of the AONN Information Security Infrastructure (AISI), 
reformation, and anti-crime measures in concert with said national security initiative, will 
be a shocking, never before seen, and absolutely drastic reduction in overall crime in the 
U.S. 

DATES:  The Management & Governance - Intergovernmental relations & collaboration 
program �AONN U.S. Defense Security Intelligence Service� was officially made public 
domain at approximately 8:00 PM (EST)/ 5:00 PM (PST) on Friday, May 17, through the 
Institute for Government Innovations 2002/ John F. Kennedy School of Government at 
Harvard University 

ADDRESSES:   

AONN U.S. Defense Security Intelligence Network                                      
2625 Colby Avenue Complex                                                                                  
Mailstop - Building/Suite 3-158                                                                                                  
Everett, Washington 98201-2971 

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: 

Public Affairs -- U.S. Policy Support 

AONN Human Resources                                                                                          
Defense Programs Finance & Staffing Division 

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:  
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(206) 666-8078 (Main U.S. West Coast secure lasermail extension)                                           
24-hour messaging assistance 
URL http:// www. Aonn. gov 

  

  

  
America�s Best � Successful Intelligence � Your Public Intelligence Service 
  
History of Service 
  

Conceived in 1986 and created in 1995, AONN began as a military families association 
of IT/Information Technology, Electronics, Mathematics, and Science students at the 
university and college levels. For the next seven years, AONN conducted a global 
intensive research and development effort and accelerated in the fields of Defense 
Analysis, Non-Proliferation, and Threat Reduction, before ultimately becoming the 
foremost new theory authority in the highly specialized area of Counterterrorism. Now, a 
special federal independent Defense Security Intelligence (DSI) Network tasked with 
Northwest Pacific Rim Theater Operations and global response, AONN reports timely 
analyses to the U.S. President and top Washington policymakers as authorized by Public 
Law and United States Code (U.S.C.). 

  

"Imagine a uniquely designed information security agency operating in the Pacific 
Northwest while providing D.C. policymakers on the opposite coast with timely and 

accurate geopolitical analyses, projections, and intelligence reports. The agency's perfect 
media track record in the proprietary sector, clandestine nature, practice of hiring 
computer security experts, and ingenious posture, make it the ideal player in this 

particular line of 21st Century global business.�  

-Jessica Daniels/AONN U.S. National Defense Security Intelligence Service (DSI) 

Public Affairs 1st Quarter 2002 

  

  

Organization Chart: 

  

Public Affairs 
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Congressional Affairs 

Human Resources 

Information Directorate/Administration 

Defense Staffing & Finance 

Military Intelligence Branch 

Research, Analysis, & Deployment (RAD) 

Foreign Intelligence Branch 

Advanced Defense Weapon Systems 

Acquisition/Procurement Division 

Criminal Investigations & Security 
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Warfighter Tangled In the Web � Written as a Thesis to the World of Academia � An Intelligence 
Report from America�s Frontlines � From the Forthcoming International Release � Conversations 
with Child Geniuses of Military Parents (p14-24) 
Analysis (p24-25) 
 
 
Institute for Government Innovations 2002 � John F. Kennedy School of Government Harvard 
University (p25-29) 
This Creates Maximum Interoperability as Never Before in U.S. History � Defense Security 
Intelligence Network Mission Reiterated � Protect America At All Costs (p29) 
Corporate Aspects � Lucrative Commerce for America�s Defense (p29) 
Parallel In Some Respect�But Quite Different (p29-30) 
Intelligence Sharing/Customer Service (p30-31) 
Issuance of Advisories and Notification of Ready (i.e., Open, Go, Standby) Status to All Agencies 
of a Common Concern (p31) 
�Around the Clock In Multiple Time Zones� Further Defined (p31-p32) 
Modern Civil / Geopolitical War (p32) 
Perfect for the Economy (p32) 
Network Summary (p32-33) 
Excerpt from Both Public and Internal Disclosure (p33) 
For Comptrollers/ Senior Fiscal Budget Managers/ Congressional Budget Committee (p35) 
Framework of the New United States National Public Security System (p35-37) 
Public Affairs Officers / Point(s) of Contact (p37) 
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There are seven primary intelligence source types:  imagery, human, signals, 
measurement and signature, open source, technical, and counterintelligence. AONN 
develops highly complex cryptographic code for use in U.S. national security systems. 
Chief AONN DSI products are advanced counterintelligence systems and methods, 
military-class computer hardware and software, �new math� science and technologies 
and foreign intelligence analysis. One chief difference between AONN DSI and other 
agencies of a somewhat similar nature is that AONN DSI is headquartered on the West 
Coast versus the East Coast. On the West Coast there is an absolute need, thus an 
imperative for U.S. Eastern type agencies. The AONN DSI primary focus is more on that 
of in-the-field actionable counterintelligence and counterterrorism, than codemaking and 
codebreaking (cryptology). AONN has the utmost respect for its many predecessors such 
as the Central Intelligence Agency, Defense Intelligence Agency, Federal Bureau of 
Investigation and National Security Agency and would never make any attempt to 
duplicate effort and reputable systems already in use. Rather than condemn these 
agencies as many do, we on the other hand, commend these agencies and always have. 
What armchair critics and cynics don�t understand is that if it weren�t for the CIA, DIA, 
FBI and NSA, the United States wouldn�t exist and if it did exist without these very 
mechanisms of governance, the country would be in a state of total anarchy. We admire, 
look up to and are inspired by the courage, successes, sacrifice, dedication and qualities 
of the men and women who work for our nation�s national security interests.  

  

Exactly What We Do 

AONN DSI is the highly trained, ultra sophisticated, hands-on, hand-to-hand combat, 
cloak and dagger, spy hunter component of our nation�s new logical defense system. The 
Pacific Northwest is full of intrigue and without an agency of this magnitude in our part 
of the world to coordinate with preexisting agencies in other parts of the country (e.g., 
D.C., Maryland, Virginia) our national-international system of living and way of life 
would unquestionably shutdown. AONN DSI has taken the lead. This is what America 
always wanted and needed. 

  

We Work for the American People 

�Designed By High-IQ (Over 190+) Kids Who Were Consulted and Trained By Star 
Military and Intelligence Veterans �  
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One Thing That We Always Remember Is That Things Are Not Always What They 
Seem To Be�Misdirection�The Enemy Uses Denial and Deception Therefore We Must 
Be At Least Twice As Clever�Thrice As Crafty�� 

AONN DSI is a 24-hour data exchange system of which the scope of the information is 
as William Webster indicated. His words were: ��The scope of this information 
includes virtually every kind of information-information from all parts of the world-
economic, political, military, scientific, information about people, places, and events; 
events that have happened and might happen-wars, coups, terrorist acts, crop failures, 
elections, famine, drug trafficking, and natural disasters�� 

  

Mission Possible: 

  

Looking back at the initial stages of development of every already known agency in 
addition to each one of those agency�s pros and cons, our scientists have created a fully 
automated and streamlined working model of each agency�s good points and combined 
all of them. We have notified every conceivable executive department of our intent to 
work for the American people and do so officially as the AONN U.S. Defense Security 
Intelligence Service. Our core mission is to defend America�s streets and communities in 
areas where there has been little or no oversight, isolate and defeat terrorists domestic and 
foreign who are operating both in and out of cyberspace, expose corruption and 
extremely difficult to identify threats to the national security while implementing 
countermeasures to such, create new laws through legislation to protect citizens, 
penetrate what have traditionally been nearly impenetrable networks and reform by 
means of altering previously criminal and anti-American ideologies. 

  

AONN DSI strictly adheres to covert action policy and will only engage in such activity 
at the direction of the President of the United States and Congress. 

  

Our portfolio of accomplishments has been disseminated as an official briefing to the 
President and Vice President of the United States, Congress, and every major department 
in the national hierarchy. To this end, we have notified the White House, the State 
Department, FBI, FBI Counterintelligence, the Justice Department, Department of 
Defense, CIA, NSA, the entire Intelligence Community and the Office of Inspectors 
General. The AONN DSI new national security program was created for the People and 
government and is being exhibited at Harvard University John F. Kennedy School of 
Government/Institute for Government Innovation 2002. The same information has been 
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provided to National Archives and Records Administration as well as the Federal 
Register. 

  

  

Operatives Among Us �  

  

Defenders and Guardians of the Constitution, Democracy  

and the American Republic 

  

The United States has never witnessed such patriotism. Example:  Students from among 
various economically deprived population segments have coordinated an incredibly 
advanced, large and sophisticated, high-tech work force for government. These young 
thinkers have pledged to turn over their businesses to the federal government system so 
that monies and information portals created in from such program and effort can be used 
for counterintelligence purposes. This is a back door for warfighters in the already spread 
out multinational AONN DSI network. AONN has created a multimedia affair, which 
provides for necessary worldwide surveillance. The media reports and gets as close as it 
can to information that is often purposely hidden from the media. AONN also is the 
media and therefore a reporting agency and so naturally does the same. AONN�s media 
apparatus makes for a perfect data trap and terrorist snare. Imagine all peoples speaking 
a global message of anti-terrorism. As Agents of Influence (AOI), AONN is the ideal 
vehicle for this � the best anti-terrorism vehicle in the U.S. and perhaps the world � we 
speak the truth. AONN appeals to the youth generations and has helped in a quantum 
way to rekindle what was thought to be a long lost spirit of patriotism. AONN Gen X 
officials have said no to and put behind them, the typical, adolescent, rebellion so 
common still even in an overwhelming number of young adults. This has been done so 
that we may all come together for all communities. Furthermore, imagine a program so 
uniquely designed that its purpose is to transform so-called �gangsters� who are really 
would-be offenders and at-risk youth and young adults, into counterterrorist 
operatives. We have created such an outstanding program that yields a one hundred 
percent success rate. Never before in history has this been achieved. Young scientists in a 
less than one percentile group created this remarkable entity so ingeniously that it will 
function and help unlike ever before to give the streets back to law-abiding citizens�the 
People of the United States. Through the sharing of never before obtained urban 
intelligence and the transfer of special beyond state of the art technologies and systems of 
impressive psychological operations designed by this astonishing outfit, would-be 
offenders, at-risk youth and young adults are redirected to the military, military 
recruiters and other such federal programs and administrators. 
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Can You Work 24+ Hour Days When Required and Still Maintain 
Your Posture?  

  

Try It Five Years In a Row � Sacrifice Made for Country 

  

AONN DSI is an elite counterterrorism organization, which provides highly logical and 
crucial strategic, tactical and operational intelligence to policymakers and decision-
makers. This is done even without security clearances as High-IQ analyses are 
cooperatively provided to government and civilian specialists authorities. We are the 
�geeks� (as colloquial as it is, there is no way around this term, for in truth it expresses a 
purely positive meaning) who know what no one else does despite problems and issues 
some of our officers had encountered with local police as youth. This is precisely what 
America wanted and needed. We do not represent the criminal element, nor have we 
ever. Adolescent misunderstandings among parties nevertheless produced a generation, 
which in turn created an institution of citizens dedicated to the fight against evil. There is 
no turning back.Once you have taken an oath and made a vow, there is no way �out.� 
You are dedicated indefinitely to the fight against crime and global corruption. If one 
ever recants, one is forever cut off from the tribe of the civilized world and exiled to 
�outer darkness.� It is either that or the United States be destroyed. There is no margin for 
catastrophic error. As a 24-hour global defense, security, intelligence network, AONN 
DSI is tasked with and responsible for a myriad of community policing duties, anti-
crime, reform and national security initiatives, as well as protecting America�s 
cyberspace and various critical infrastructures. DSI Service is akin to living what has 
been referred to as a �monastic� life and clearly is not for everyone. Translated:  Our 
regiment is such that we live as monks. DSI training is rigorous, and excruciatingly 
sacrificial, to say the least. On the other side of the coin, the highest of achievers will 
experience what relatively few people in the world ever have and what few people ever 
will. Only the most serious candidates should apply. AONN DSI is an absolutely drug-
free workplace and Equal Opportunity Employer (EOE).  

  

  

CounterSpies 
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Our officers have shared critical national security intelligence and cooperated with the 
FBI, among many other agencies and organizations, and tracked cyber-terrorists both 
foreign and domestic, penetrated networks, isolated hackers and both extrapolated and 
deciphered complex intelligence data. Composite to foreign operatives in the Washington 
D.C. metropolitan area, who become walk-ins, we too have come to U.S. agencies of a 
common concern with what we know.  

>>>Foreign agents who initially set out to commit espionage and thus irreparable 
and exceptionally grave damage to the United States are given jobs.<<< 

Therefore, our organization has the job of and is tasked with being responsible for 
counterintelligence because it must be done and no one else is looking out for the 
holistic safety of our freedoms and infrastructures on this level in our part of the 
world. Former U.S. President Bill Clinton spoke in regard to such sectors where 
there is extreme government corruption, little or no oversight and legitimate 
complaints by citizens about such conditions. Based on our Urban Geopolitical 
Intelligence repertoire as well as new counterintelligence math and science created 
by us to hunt deadly terrorists, no one else on the planet is more qualified to 
penetrate our own dangerous sectors � no one else speaks the language. 

Derived from mathematics and world-class research, our award winning solutions are 
equally the results of our specialists. Our experts scourer the planet seeking only the best 
and brightest candidates from every specialty field. We hire and recruit from among top 
students, graduates and even independents, in the areas of computer science, electronics, 
video production, journalism and political science, etc. Being that AONN is both a 
commercial and government entity registered with the United States Department of 
Defense (DOD), the agency provides logistics, creativity and support to military as well 
others throughout the vast sea of strategic alliances, affiliations, partnerships and so forth. 
Many of our intelligence analysts are asked to participate in think tanks and 
unclassified to sensitive discussion forums. We are the government as well as the media, 
so AONN provides everything from news and editorial assistance to the latest in leading 
edge Arts & Sciences. If a business is in need of one new or used computer, or five 
hundred computers for data collection and processing at a new Saturn moon base, we 
deliver. Moreover, our agency has been responsible to communicate our every move to 
the Intelligence Community as our intelligence activities are naturally highly monitored. 

  

Example of An AONN IO�s (Intelligence Officer�s) Resume:  

  

Employment History   

  

INFORMATION SYSTEMS SECURITY TRAINING (Beginning 1999 to August 2000) 
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Ultra-Patriot Security (Anywhere, USA) 

•          Gained knowledge of advanced security systems theory under guidance of military contracting 
firm   

•          Experience included open source tasking, collection, processing, and dissemination 

•          Conducted vulnerabilities research, threat and risk assessment, competitive economic analysis, 
and contributed to the development of new systems theory 

•          Consulted buyers as well as distributors of information products and services and earned 
permanent member status as a result of commission made from client purchases 

•          Studied both political and investigative sciences and practiced information war simulation 
counter-offensive strategies; Federation of American Scientists supporter/advocate 

  

Education & Experience  

Attended school and lived on campus (student housing) at Anycollege in USA from 1998 to 1999 

Enrolled in numerous pre-college/college programs:  High School Advanced Placement 
(Advanced Studies) � College:  Computer Fundamentals, Communications, Office Technologies 

& Administration, Electronics Engineering (EE), Business Law (Independent Study) and 
Business Management � Accepted to EWGOU (East West Grand Old University) �

MIS/Management Information Systems Major 

  

Capabilities/Attributes 

File managing, multitasking, planning & developing, scheduling, telecommunications & 
networking skills, high pressure situational decision-making skills and a super work ethic 

Professional Affiliations 

Licensed member/writer of the American Society of Composers Authors and Publishers 
(ASCAP) � Member of International Adult Giftedness and Hi-Q Organization 

Thousands of Hours of Immersion 
Professional Background: Exposure to and Intense Study of Defense Training, U.S. Security 
Policy Board �Mission: Adjudication,� Department of Defense (PKI) Public Key Infrastructure 
Training, Information Assurance Program Management 

Executive Summary (Impeccable and Absolutely Impressive Portfolio): Co-authored analysis 
and geopolitical thesis in a book about mixed-race, high-achievers, published by famous author 
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who is recognized as having authored the biographies of many celebrities and dignitaries world 
renown. 

As a Youth / Student Government Representative and Leader: Creator of new U.S. 
security program through Harvard University John F. Kennedy School of Government 
Innovations In American Government 2002; Creator of Project �Epic Republic� 

Provider of Above-and-Beyond-the-Call-of-Duty Top Analytic Support and An 
Anomalous Work Ethic � Operations Research & Development 

Independent Study Beyond Post-Doctoral Level � Areas of study: Calculus, Logic, 
Knowledge Management, beyond state-of-the-art super computing, complex highly 
advanced mathematics, Artificial Intelligence (AI), next level broad-range security 
systems, cyber warfighting, highly advanced satellite technologies and Nano-
Technologies. 

Personal statement:  Loss of friend... dedicated my life to the fight against global 
terrorism years prior to 9/11/2001. Working 20-hour days, this is all that I do; highly 
disciplined statesman; mentored by a childhood genius friend who recently received his 
Fellowship to Ph.D. in mathematics at the University of USA. I have over ten years of 
experience in data collection and processing with connections to the affluent international 
student and international business communities. I have rapport with friendly foreign 
services and top liaison to Japan, China, Korea, Bulgaria, Serbia/Croatia, India, Canada 
and the former Soviet Union. My urban and thirteen years of information gathering 
experience, coupled with a perfect media track record, clandestine nature and practice of 
hiring computer scientists, foreign language specialists, computer security experts as well 
as professionals and analysts in other fields, make me both an ideal and key team player 
in this particular line of 21st Century global business. 

I have successfully completed and passed every conceivable psychological and medical 
evaluation on the planet as I have been involved in a considerable amount of academic, 
state and federally funded programs and politics. 

As a young scientist I exchange data with military and intelligence personnel whom hold 
SCI, Cosmic and other such clearances. 
I assisted the FBI in identifying and bringing to justice a cyber-terrorist whom operated 
from an illegal business front that impersonated and replicated FBI intellectual properties. 
I also assisted the FBI in identifying foreign nationals engaged in espionage, attempting 
to obtain sophisticated weaponry and critical U.S. intelligence data. End. 
  
 
The Best Oversight Ever and a Perfect System of Accountability 
 
How the Adjudicating Community Retains Controls �  
Congressional/ Government Oversight At Its Best  
  
Prime Example of a DSI Analyst�s Accountability: 
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�On a daily basis, I routinely communicate and network with officials from all branches of 
the U.S. Armed Forces, Defense Department, Intelligence Community and all other 
departments of city, state and local government, academia, major U.S. and international 
businesses, corporations, political parties, societies, associations, organizations, special 
interest groups and so on. At the behest of encouragement from government planners, I 
have turned over my findings to be used for the purpose of counterintelligence and other 
operations ideally conducted through our intricately designed multi-modal infrastructure. 
Thus my high profile and close daily work with intelligentsia provide for a perfect system 
of accountability. There is no reason to flee from civic duty and nowhere to run to 
anyway. Once under the microscope of international surveillance, it is only a matter of 
time before one is apprehended and/or can never legally return to one�s homeland. I, on 
the other hand, am highly visible. Faced with armed personnel and via a series of 
checks, balances, routine auditing and oversight, I am tremendously responsible. And 
going above and beyond the call of duty, I, along with my colleagues i.e., some of the 
most brilliant independents and university and college students, created a widespread 
network capable of penetrating historically difficult-to-penetrate information target 
zones. We are able to reach people, data, information and locations of which to reach, 
obtain and extract crucial elements of such, has traditionally been nearly impossible. Our 
system of operations is unique in that our working model functions on the principle of 
utilizing non-traditional methods and sources. Simply put, we were able to figure out 
what others previously could not accomplish, and did just that. It took over a decade of 
being a �geek.� We are America�s Shadow Warriors in spite of some of our officers� 
not so perfect offender scores. In many cases an individual will have been persecuted 
because of his/her intelligence and have been altogether innocent of all charges brought 
against him/her. This is what our agency knows to be true. AONN DSI Service has a 
�do or die� directive to conduct security intelligence investigations and operations 
using the latest technologies and sources and methods to figure out exactly what 
happened. The following is an example: 
  
A True Story � Testimony of a U.S. Information Warrior Caught In the Net 
Delivered to the White House and Congress � Statements to the Press 
 
Note: This information has been salvaged so the text appears staggered in parts 
  
 
From Published Events � Report from a Warfighter Tangled in the Web � Written 
as a Thesis to the World of Academia � An Intelligence Report from America�s 
Frontlines:  
  
�All those who have sought throughout time and long before it was conceived to 

destroy the United States of America, the highest Western Christian ideal, and the 
Church as a whole� 

 
 Harvard University John F. Kennedy School of Government  

 
 Innovations In American Government 2002 

 
 Geopolitical Thesis of Societies on the Brink of Total Destruction 

 
 How Rogue U.S. Police, Cults, Global Supremacist Networks, and Ancient 
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 Secret Societies Have Played An Absolutely Central and Meticulous Role 
 in Working to Destroy the United States and Other Countries By Denial 

     and Deception � Washington State Identified as a Major Base of 
         Operations on Coast Hidden Far from Nation�s Capitol 

 
         �My mission, I was told, was to buy, sell, and trade automatic 

      weapons. The people who put me up to this play a deadly and super 
 elaborate game. I was nineteen, merely a kid, and these operatives 

 under the guise of law enforcement destroy my young life. They knew 
 that I had charisma and a large assembly and that I could make major 

political changes, so they came after me�and they came after me to kill me.� 
                                             

 
 

  
 �I am encouraged to see the amount of research that you have done and 

 that you have requested the media becomes involved in your case    
-Washington State Senator Jeri Costa 

 
       

 �Irreversible Damage� to the United States is defined as: 
 

 Exceptionally grave damage includes war against the United States or 
 its allies, the breaking down of foreign relations vitally affecting 

 the national security, the compromise of vital national defense plans 
 or complex cryptologic and communications intelligence systems, the 

 revealing of sensitive intelligence operations, and the disclosure of 
 scientific or technological developments vital to national security. 

  
One must seek friendly forces from within one�s government: 
 
Look at the sinister creation of the criminal record referred to in this individual�s            
case. Think about it. Rogue police lied to jurors during trial and 
provided false data while the defense was suppressed. You will clearly see         
ridiculous charges, then the charges dropped, and equally absurd charges that      
remained. Observe how dangerous �small town� politics can be: 
 
 Interference With Property (Dismissed) 
 
 Offensive Littering (Dismissed) 
 
 Possession/Consumption of Liquor By a Minor 
 
 Obstruction of a Law Enforcement Officer (Dismissed) 
 
 Disorderly Conduct (Dismissed) 
 
 2 Fireworks Violations 
 
 Obstructing a Peace Officer (Dismissed) 
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 Reckless Endangerment 
 
 D.U.I./Residential Burglary 
 
 Please people! Think about what you have just read. This is right out 
 of the movies. This list reads like a common drama in which a  
 youth is continuously being harassed by local so-called peace officers 
 that have for whatever reason locked on to this kid and they have 
 nothing better to do. But, then the FBI hires the kid because he�s a 
 top hacker and the FBI understands that the local police can be 
 renegade cowboys who abuse power. #1, none of the list is real. It was 
 created. #2, look at how many of the bogus charges have so far been 
 dismissed, and doesn�t it seem outrageous that this bumbling group of 
 bad cops kept trying to charge this person with silly (there is no 
 other word to describe this), crimes? #3, the Sheriff�s Department 
 which is typically responsible for extensive background checks, 
 doesn�t even have a single criminal record for this person. This 
 person had a flawless record, and then suddenly between his or her 
 teenage years, these ridiculous kinds of charges appear strangely. It 
 doesn�t add up. The fact is the kid was set up. 
 
 Now, look at a different example. The following is an actual front 
 page report written for a USA TODAY Wednesday December 29, 1999 
 national newspaper article: 
 
 �By Edward T. Pound...Washington�As a teenager he was in trouble many 
 times and built an imposing rap sheet: delinquency, disorderly 
 conduct, resisting arrest, attempted theft, possession of a deadly 
 weapon, possession of marijuana, five counts of burglary, and three of 
 theft...In 1978, at age 21 and a heavy drug user, he and two 
 accomplices kidnapped, robbed and murdered a fellow drug user. He 
 was charged in the murder, convicted and sentenced to 30 years in 
 prison. 
 
Today at 42, he is out of prison and working in a white-collar job in 
 the defense industry. He remains on parole until 2006.�  
This means he 
still has thousands upon thousands of dollars in monetary obligations, 
fines and restitution still owed to the court system. �As a 
convicted felon, he can�t vote in many states. But under federal law, 
he can and does hold a government issued clearance, a privilege that 
allows access to sensitive classified information off-limits to most 
Americans. His case is not exceptional. A USA TODAY review of more 
than 1,500 security clearance decisions at the Department of 
Defense...� 
 
Think about that...as described, the abovementioned individual pled 
guilty to clearly heinous and utterly reprehensible capital crimes... 
 
 Now, look again at the fabricated:  Interference With Property 
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 (Dismissed), Offensive Littering (Dismissed), Possession/Consumption 
 of Liquor By a Minor, Obstruction of a Law Enforcement Officer 
 (Dismissed), Disorderly Conduct (Dismissed), 2 Fireworks Violations, 
 Obstructing a Peace Officer (Dismissed), Reckless Endangerment, 
 D.U.I./Residential Burglary... 
 
 In my case, I was set up. But, let�s hypothetically suppose that this 
 was someone else�s rap sheet that had been forged. Does that person 
 even sound dangerous? Look at these alleged crimes. This sounds like a 
 little kid who kept getting clowned by the police. Matt Damon in Good 
 Will Hunting even had a far worse rap sheet, and he was clearly 
 admittedly guilty of violent felonious fighting and other such felony 
 crimes as the NSA was to recruit him. Let�s get real system. 
 
 Who would you rather have on your team protecting your nation�s 
 infrastructure: The mass criminally insane, violent drug dealer, 
 kidnapper, murderer, sentenced to 30 years in prison, 
 
                                Or... 
 
 ...the kid who obviously was set up, has top skills, is highly 
disciplined, and unlike your typical young member of society, is                              willing 
to work and fully cooperate with your agency, be it the Justice             Department, or 
any defense, security, intelligence agency? This young man 
is more than willing to serve his country in a counterterrorism/ legislative/ judiciary/ 
military capacity, and be a soldier that will fight side by side                         with you and 
get your back eternally�this kid is cream of the crop and deserves                             to 
be a U.S. soldier/ statesman on the winning team. This kid was                                 
never a criminal in the first place. This kid is not a criminal. 
 
I have no real criminal history. Between 1986 and 1996, my friends and 
I were tortured by a group of police officers. The intellectual 
properties to this story are now owned by Hollywood to be published by                         
an author whose name will be disclosed at a later time. 
 
The most blatantly obvious characteristic of this particular scandal 
is the public fact that I had been a track star, award winning                                     
athlete, and advanced placement student, but then all of a sudden I 
received a series of preposterous and clearly falsified charges. Some 
of these charges I literally received through the mail. The                                         
County Sheriff�s Office corroborates with me in that I have had no                        criminal 
record in their system�ever. Yet, for some �strange�                                  reason certain 
police officers thought that it would be fun to play an 
elaborate game with my childhood friends and me. Nearly everyone on                      
Earth that knows of my case knows that I am not guilty of these created 
crimes, and that includes the police officers behind this. 
Consequently, Navy officials offered me a full-civil waiver in 1999 
after they had reviewed my case and knew within less than five 
minutes that the charges were trumped up. I had just begun a new 
semester in college and with all the extenuating circumstances I was 
forced to postpone an acceptance for military service. Unfortunately, 
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because of legal statutes and related clauses, I would have lost the 
only chance in the world to gather the information needed to exonerate 
me, even with a full-civil waiver having been offered.  
I would have lost any chance at ever in my lifetime being vindicated, 
and if I would have entered the military in 1999, I would have been 
ten times worse off than I already had been being set up�this was all 
part of the elaborate set up. I needed to get out and investigate, put all the 
remaining pieces of the puzzle together, gather data, and connect with 
family that had been taken away from me and that I hadn�t seen in 
years. I had lifelong, childhood, friends who were left helpless 
without any support losing faith and literally dying around me, and 
monies were owed on accounts because the opposition had arranged a 
situation in which, at age nineteen, I was falsely accused of nonsense 
crimes, which alone, the collective catastrophe put me at over 
negative one hundred thousand dollars. Navy officials were hands down 
apologetic that these things had occurred. I never pled guilty to any 
falsified charge and I was coerced into every one of the few guilty, 
however forced and fabricated findings. I was never guilty of any of 
the clearly made up charges from the corrupt network of city 
police. I had to prove this to the world. Family, friends, 
peers, and colleagues, etc., already knew this as many of them were 
attacked by the same regime and were caught in the wave of terror as 
part of the atrocities as well. I refer to the California, widely 
publicized, Rampart Scandal as my example. We are on the West Coast 
far from our nation�s Capitol. There is often little oversight within 
our local police departments as is apparent in recent cases of 
corruption within cities and towns throughout our state and country as a                    
whole.  
 
Four officers were recently 
indicted on high charges of rape, tried, subsequently found guilty, 
arrested, and taken into custody. 
I prayed to God Almighty that legal experts and analysts would discover 
the truth and that the officials who needed to know, would see that I was 
innocent of all fifteen charges between five courts all related to the 
scandal.  
 
If you�ve ever seen the legendary movie �The Fugitive� starring  
Harrison Ford, then you will know that I have in real life experienced  
one hundred times the conspiracy than that of the Fugitive. Concurrently,  
I have been caught in a web one thousand times the movie 
�The Net.� The evidence and proof that I have, officials find to 
be startling. I had been indoctrinated to work for government, was 
being groomed and mentored by true prodigies on their way to 
government posts and vacancies, but meanwhile, operating via elite and 
special university programs, and then I was set up. I had been a youth 
student government leader, but was suddenly cast into the depths of 
the underworld. Police officers gone awry and other criminals tried to 
kill my friends and me. I am an advanced placement student and a good 
kid, but was set up and subjected to the most hostile environment next 
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to actual all out war. I was forced into a ghetto light-years worse 
than low-income housing and ultimately into a cold �black� world. 
  
Why are our prisons overpopulated and continuing to spiral out of 
control? Why must police continue to arrest innocent citizens to 
increase government spending and to stay in business? Why are bright 
children ridiculed for speaking out against corruption in a land where 
Freedom of Expression is supposed to be the foremost freedom? 
 
The next time some little kid�some little boy�some little girl is 
kidnapped, tortured, raped, murdered� you sit back and ask yourself if 
this is not chaos and anarchy. Humans wake up and stop living the 
media induced brainwash� The Great Lie is the lie that many people 
tell themselves everyday when they wake up and look in the mirror. I 
refuse to believe it any longer, and everyday we move closer to total 
chaos. 
 
This following information is to serve as a basis to enact legislation, 
whereby police misconduct cases will be treated as capital offenses. 
There should be no preposterous statute of limitation in any case in 
which poor people have been conspired against and who have no 
reasonable access to non-public legal counsel. Because someone didn�t 
have the resources to properly and realistically be defended, does 
that mean that there should be a restriction related to how long that person 
has to file suit? No. This is absolutely contrary to America. If a 
person is not guilty of a crime, he or she is not guilty. Current 
limitations make no sense and are biased in favor of the wealthy. The                       
attitude of some courts is that a case is a game and if someone who is 
poor can�t come up with information to support their defense and/or 
resources to pay for a legitimate attorney in the defendant�s favor 
within a specified amount of time, then the defendant has lost. The 
rule has been that the defendant cannot go back and correct the 
wrongful conviction. That is asinine and makes no sense. Many of the 
people who have been entrusted with the keys to our society and who 
have been deemed �peace officers� are those same people who have 
caused and who continue to cause, exceptionally grave damage to the 
United States. These so-called peace officers (SPOs we shall call them)                         
are killing our children and any half-ass analyst will be able to tell you that                           
this, if it continues, will in itself, be the death of the United States. 
 
                               Contents: 
 
 Letter to the President of the United States 
 
 Letter to the Governor of the State of Washington 
 
 New U.S. National Security System 
 
 Harvard University Congress at John F. Kennedy School of Government                                             
(a) Geopolitical Thesis (b) Independence Redeclaration 2002 
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 Set Up by Corrupt Police � Scandal and Conspiracy; Bright-Eyed Young  
Overachievers 
 and Children Devastated by Police/ Court Abuses 
 
 USA Today Article About Convicted Killers and Assassins Working As 
 Government Spies While Still On Parole and Probation 
 
 Excerpt from the forthcoming book written by to-be-announced author  
 
 Pacific Rim Wartime Intelligence Report to U.S. Congress � The Word 
 and News from America�s Secret Street Armies and Underworld Frontline 
 
 Corporate Data 
 
 CIO Commercial and Government Credentials � Resume of Interest 
 
 Traitors to the United States � Answers from Near Prodigies, Hackers, 
 and Top Geeks Regarding Massive U.S. Intelligence Failures and How 
 Still No One Is Listening 
  
 
This is a shocking story about a popular teenager who was robbed of 
 his constitutional rights, harassed and beaten almost daily along with 
 a group of childhood friends over a ten year period by corrupt police, 
 and prosecuted for a series of falsified crimes that neither he nor 
 his friends or anyone else in the world committed. This is a story 
about the most corrupt local governments without any real oversight 
within the larger United States. This is a true story about CAN  
(The Cult Awareness Network), ancient secret societies thriving in modern 
times, their worldwide battles for supremacy and geopolitical civil 
warfare in North America continued from the 1960�s on through to the 
year 2002 A.D. and beyond. This is a story about how almost no one 
listened to the truth and how those who did listen were left nearly 
helpless when they tried to bring the scandal to light; a story about 
a kid left for dead, but who eventually fought to make a comeback 
after having been set up and having lost everything. This was a young 
life that had been tortured and swept under the rug by a group of 
rogue and sophisticated criminals, but unlike the millions of other 
victims, this one refused to give up. 
 
The main character is incredibly brilliant and was already an aspiring 
track star and computer genius by age four and a gifted student in 
advanced placement throughout his school career turned 
entrepreneur/scientist who at age twenty-six created a new U.S. 
national security system. When he was still a small boy, he had been 
left by his parents who were in the military at the time, to live with 
friends and relatives and was then persecuted by admittedly and openly                        
racist police and crooked small town officials. This is a story in which                       
things aren�t always what they appear to be and not everyone is who                             
they say they are.  
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This is a story about war, a powerful nation teetering on the 
edge of complete chaos, and the wrongfully accused who have suffered 
with no resolve until now. 
 
 
 
From the Forthcoming International Release �  
Conversations With Child Geniuses of Military Parents 
 
 
 
�I am not a criminal. I am a United States citizen. The unalienable 
rights that every citizen of this country is supposed to have were 
stolen from me. Unconstitutionally taken from me has been that which 
in itself defines an American. Great wars have been fought as a result 
of much less. How can I possibly have returned to me the childhood, 
young adults years, experiences, opportunities and everything else 
that has been destroyed and forever lost because of this? I will be 
forever haunted by this great failure in the American Justice System. 
There is nothing material, nor any conceivable amount of wealth in 
space-time that could possibly compensate for my family members and 
friends who died and loved ones lost. This and other like scenarios 
cause exceptionally grave damage to the United States of America and 
form the basis for the anti-thesis of life itself.� 
 
Nearly two hundred twenty-six years after our foremothers and 
forefathers, we too declare our independence. 
 
 
Our Generation X was a scapegoat for citizens of the Old World. We 
were a product of the Cold War and blamed for the failures and abuses 
brought about by past generations. 
 
Power. Greed. Jealousy. Hatred. Group conspiracy. What if a rogue 
group were to set up your relative who works for the city, state or 
federal government? What if someone planted cocaine or some other 
illicit narcotic or weapons in your relative�s or a friend�s 
possession? What if your loved one worked on an honest job related 
project that required a secret government security clearance and your 
loved one was later arrested for allegedly illegally disseminating 
classified information? What if someone or a group just hated you 
because and decided to make it a mission to destroy your life? Does 
this sound farfetched? It happens every day and it is destroying the 
United States. Please examine the following scenario: 
 
�Your life is utterly destroyed. Your accounts have been drained as 
you had little in savings anyway, but nonetheless, your money has been            
depleted�it�s gone. You have been back and forth between various court 
dates and have missed work. You have missed everything normal in life.                     
You have missed school, your family, friends and everything else. The 
people who have done this to you have calculated your every move and                         
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did so easily being that you are only nineteen years old. You have 
become a target and entered into a system in which for the sole 
purpose of evil, many elite powers play a deadly game. You have nowhere                      
to run to, no one to help you, and who would believe your story�the year 
is 1994. Imagine being set up by the government, but it�s not really 
the government. Just like the movie, you are caught in the Net. But 
remember, this is no movie. It might as well be 2003 and your age and 
background are of no relevance� 
 
�They jumped out of vans and threw us inside, then put security socks 
over our heads and covered our eyes so that we couldn�t see where we 
were going. They told us that they wanted to take out the �generals,� 
�captains,� �others� (subordinates) and �everyone else� they could net 
from the major �street armies.� I asked them what was so difficult since it                    
was the apathetic and subversive culture that had helped to create and 
finance the �gangs� and American �street armies� as they called them and                      
so how difficult would it be to find the people responsible for such. 
The officer in charge told me to shut my �f__in� � mouth and socked me 
in my ribs while his partners manhandled me. Then, sickly, he tried to                      
switch his composure to being �nice� to �befriend� me right there on                             the 
spot, but it had all been well planned for some time. First they tried                            to 
kill us off, but before they did so, they came up with an addition to                             the 
plot. They told me that they could help make the war on the streets                          stop 
if I of all people helped them. These were the same people that had                publicly 
declared that their goal was to destroy our network, but here                           they were 
telling me (and a few others in our fraternity) that I was 
absolutely going to work for their faction�that I had no choice. I was 
captured and told that D.C. was where a lot of �our� team was, but 
that on the West Coast, I was to make contact with an operative within 
the F.B.I. and that if I didn�t, they (the rogue handler and his team) 
were going to see to it that the judge worked with them to send me to 
�rot� in prison for the sentence that they had concocted for me. I was 
told that my mission was to buy, sell, and trade, automatic weapons in 
exchange for my freedom and the freedom of others. I had been on the 
high school rifle team and they knew that I had both skills in 
weaponry as well as a penchant for scholastics. They knew that my 
mother was an active naval intelligence officer of twenty-something 
years and that my father was a sociologist who had retired from Army                 
Investigations. They knew that my parents didn�t communicate with each                   
other and that my parents were out of state, while I was home alone. They                    
also knew that I was vocal in the community, a threat to their entire                      
network, and they wanted me dead along with all my childhood friends. 
 
The city went so far as to attempt to instate a city wide 
youth curfew and it failed to some degree when the youth brought cans of 
gasoline to City Hall, doused the building and flags hanging from 
poles outside, and chained the doors of the front entrance while the 
city council discussed final proceedings just before the curfew was to 
be implemented. 
 
You didn�t hear about that on the national or world news did you? Oh, 
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but it happened and of course made the front page of the regional 
newspaper. If it had happened in 2002, it would be all over 
every newspaper. 
 
I have reasonably concluded that I will not be complacent in what has 
transpired and that I would rather fight and take a great risk by 
letting the world know of the following accounts, than to accept an 
entirely falsified and created criminal record and to �just go about� 
my life as I have been coerced. 
 
I was set up by an illegal fraternity of corrupt police officers and now                          
have all the proof in the world. To: Governor Gary Locke�Mssg. Dear Governor Gary 
Locke, corrupt officials have tried to kill us�please assist � ...transmission ended... 
  
Analysis 
 
As one can clearly determine, the above scenario is very real and an absolutely terrifying 
account. An Army recruiter had told this person that even if the person�s record were 
examined and ultimately vacated, without a pardon from the Governor or the President 
of the United States, this person�s trumped up charges would still be considered and 
would likely disqualify the individual from active duty. That clearly makes no sense. This 
person committed no crime whatsoever and was the victim of an ongoing tyranny. Why 
would the military still consider the SPO�s falsified data. That unto itself is a clear threat 
to national security and also a major turn off to a young and impressionable mind 
seeking to help what it believes to be a logical establishment. This is why agencies have 
major intelligence holes, and to clarify, it is because the system is ineffective as it is 
paradoxical. Our country�s best talent is constantly being repressed. Within the scope 
of this particular kind of situation, the subject could never win despite anything in 
space-time that he/she might do. Unfortunately, and at the detriment of national 
security, the military really made no sense at all in that particular judgment. The military�s 
statement was plainly arbitrary. This person is a genius, was tested, and placed in the 
less than 1% of the global population. We need to let some people out of prison who 
should have never been there in the first place, train those people to be 
operatives, reeducate them using the latest technologies and modern 
methodologies, downsize our prison population drastically, separate remaining 
prisoners of various offense levels (e.g., separate violent from non-violent), close 
some prisons completely, encourage would-be criminals to work with the system 
and law enforcement, massively overhaul our country�s judicial system, change 
old laws, oust overzealous and tyrannical officials, punish those officials who 
have committed war crimes against society and fortify our nation�s defenses. 
Meanwhile, we are shown that we are correct in our estimation that our best intelligence 
is being lost to ambiguity. Two weeks preceding September 11, 2001, the individual 
mentioned had also publicly stated his prediction that there was an imminent attack 
against the U.S. and that it would either be aimed at New York or Washington State�s 
Microsoft Headquarters or both. The report went out to the Washington State media and 
White House. In 1998, this same individual also stated in a musical composition the 
possibility of an air raid: �In �99 to 2000 something watch for the air raid.� The song is 
believe it or not, made freely available on the Internet. Our service had for a long time, 
known that the two regions indicated are most sought after targets. Was anyone 
listening to our pleas before? The world simply did as it did while true fighters for 
freedom and security in the New World were holed up. Once again, we are reminded of 
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the truth: George Washington was inflicted by the tyranny. He was both our founding 
father and an American revolutionary leader. Did George Washington sit back and play 
by repressive rules? Of course he didn�t. He created a counterintelligence institution to 
combat the oppressor. Had he not done this, it would have meant the utter destruction of 
his people�us. The British considered George Washington to be a criminal, a fugitive of 
justice, and a wanted dead man. George Washington was the number one enemy of the 
state. But, he knew that British legal rhetoric in all its �precedence� was the very tool by 
which his nation-state was being destroyed. He knew that the �laws� made no sense. 
Had he followed them�you would have never existed.  
  
�Codes, Ciphers, Faster Than Light Quantum Super Computing, and the 
Future of Artificial Thinking� 

  

�Parallels�Following in the footsteps of George Washington and General William 
Donovan�s Office of Strategic Services (OSS) 

  

Union Alliance Collective Security � Redemption Agreement 2002/3 �Project: EPIC 
REPUBLIC/ EPIC NATIONS� (UACS RA 2002/3) � USNP2S (United States National 
Public Security System) � Project EPIC REPUBLIC is a nonpartisan project and does 

not imply any preferential relationship with the Republican Party, per se. 
  

  

  

  

Institute for Government Innovations 2002 

John F. Kennedy School of Government  

Harvard University 

  
I will personally ask my two favorite living legends, idols and heroes, Colin Powell and 
Condoleezza Rice, if I may so humbly serve under their wisdom and command under 
the Bush Administration. For, I have created the new United States national security 
system. This system can be called the Great Compromise of 2002. This system may be 
the greatest synergy and cooperative in U.S. history between the U.S. Government and 
the public. 

1) Please provide a two sentence summary of the program. 

This innovation, a campaign so revolutionary, is the 21st Century American 
Renaissance unto itself. Nearly two hundred twenty-six years after our 
foremothers and forefathers, we too declare our independence. 
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2) Describe the program. Please emphasize its creative elements. What is 
the innovation? 

Project: EPIC REPUBLIC/ EPIC NATIONS  
 
The greatest challenge our country has ever faced has been that of survival. 
Since the time of our nation�s inception, we have defined ourselves as a Union, 
however, that has only gone so far as to express that we are associated 
entities. Individuals and jurisdictions of the United States have never fully 
worked together as one mind as would be evident in a perfect and ideal world. 
And more to the fact, the world is not always ideal, nor is the world a perfect 
place, yet, America is clearly rooted in the highest conceivable ideal being 
Freedom. Life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness are the freedoms with which 
we as citizens hope. Nonetheless, the Union has never been a completely 
honest alliance. In what could be the true golden age beyond post-industrial 
revolution and the modern world, our 2002 A.D. assembly of delegates, which 
consists of representatives from all strata, seeks to manifest a new United 
States paradigm. Without this paradigm, it is our belief that our great nation will 
be at loss.  
 
Through the most highly advanced research in areas such as Analysis, Data 
Integration, Futurology, Quantum Mechanics, Super Computing, among 
others, in addition to utilizing every known open source of world knowledge, in 
concert with culminated, advanced intelligence estimates and working with 
some of the most brilliant members of academia, we are able to project certain 
instances with one hundred percent accuracy. We are geeks and as a result of 
our cursed discipline, we unfortunately and often know certain things that less 
than one percentile of the total world population knows. As sad as it was, we 
were able to predict to within approximately two weeks preceding the 
September 2001 terrorist attacks that a strike was absolutely imminent. This 
strongly guarded information is currently kept encapsulated on cached internet 
file for the purpose of examination, and had been published to some degree in 
government, throughout various levels of the academic world and within 
certain restricted areas of the media. As is often the case, and in the scope of 
this particular scenario, it is fair to say that less than a few listened to what 
many cynics have come to consider an �Electronic Pearl Harbor.�  
 
Recently obtained information substantiates that had someone in the proper 
authority taken seriously our reports of an inevitable terrorist strike, such 
attacks could have been countered.  

3) What problem(s) does your program address? 

Addressed are antithesis, bureaucracy, lack of conceptual growth, corruption in 
society and government, societal breakdown, insurgency and war. Our earth-
shattering analysis proves what others are afraid to admit and what few people 
in the world at this time really know and that is:  
 
a. Domestic terrorism, internal U.S. information warfare and U.S. cyber 
warfare are equally and often more damaging than the recent attacks of 
9/11.  
 
b. We have identified domestic terrorists operating within the confines of the 
United States that are equally as dangerous as international terrorists and in
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many cases, more dangerous, but as a result of the current mind state of the 
average citizen as well as policymaker, nothing is being done by the multitude 
of those charged with being responsible to prevent these very specific kinds of 
present attacks.  
 
c. Threats to the national security in any country do not always come in the 
form of highly visible terrorist attacks. False imprisonment and deception and 
denial are two catastrophic evils mitigated by the corrupt element of our global 
society. As we have seen throughout world history and since the beginning of 
time, this ultimately leads to all out war. Humans to alleviate these societal ills 
have instituted bureaucracies, but these same systems of checks and 
balances are dually used as devices to suppress our very existence. The 
greatest danger is that these mechanisms become the ultimate antithesis of 
life itself--The same ancient Tyranny, which continues and tremendously 
increases as modern civilization advances.  

4) Cite the best verifiable evidence of the most significant achievements 
of the program. 

As the ever-widening gap between rich and poor increases exponentially, so 
too does the chasm become greater between government and the public. 
Thus, our delegation follows in the footsteps of George Washington as well as 
General William Donovan and his Office of Strategic Services (OSS). Our 
Generation X defies Old World and New World belief that our generation has 
not manifested what is ideally becoming of a youth and young adult society. 
Our nonpartisan committee destroys long held stereotypes. What we have 
done for America is create a new government agency and institution as per the 
Declaration of Independence of 1776. It has been our right as U.S. citizens to 
abolish corruption, which surrounds us and replace the destructive government 
element with that of a new and just government system. Our battle 
reinvigorates those who have become despondent apparently beyond the help 
of science as well as those who have been undeservedly disenfranchised. We 
have been forced to war in our own country and thus to ensure order in chaos 
we fight to change our government for causes that are clearly neither light, nor 
transient.  
 
As a product of the New World security challenge, we make world history. 
Furthermore, notwithstanding the global, multidimensional, multifaceted, 
security challenge our country faces, there is zero room for error. Therefore, 
our country has but one chance for redemption. Our assembly's platform 
unifies never before connected elements of government and directs at-risk 
citizens to government and military recruiters and other such programs.  

5) Who are the current and potential beneficiaries of the program? What 
are the direct or indirect benefits to citizens? 

We created a new U.S. national security system. The current and direct 
beneficiaries of this program are children. The Epic Republic is continued by 
custodians of the United States defense, security, and Intelligence Community 
both military and civilian who carry the flame for the present and future 
generations. What our committee proposes has never previously been 
achieved during the existence of the United States. Indirect beneficiaries are 
world citizens outside the United States affected by insurgency. What we have 
done for America is transform our country�s highest held ideal from a mere
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subjective concept to reality.  
 
Our agency is responsible for and tasked with rapidly identifying emerging 
methodologies of information/ cyber-warfare targeting the United States and its 
allies as related to national/ international security, and subsequently 
implementing countermeasures. Our duty and service is to interpret and define 
so-called "gray-areas" (example computer laws) while enforcing international 
law. This program creates liaison as never before among civilian and non-
civilian, government and Intelligence Community members and allows for the 
instantaneous intergovernmental exchange of ever increasing cyber warfare 
data in the private, commercial and government sectors, thus providing for 
crucial national defense and strengthening U.S. security infrastructure. This is 
the pinnacle of government interoperability.  

6) How replicable is the program or aspects thereof? What obstacles 
might others encounter? 

For the purpose of our Harvard University Innovation In American Government 
Congress, the official title of our initiative shall be �Union Alliance Collective 
Security-Redemption Agreement 2003/Project: Epic Republic.� Epic Republic 
in no way denotes the Republican Party in particular as our delegation 
respects all parties deserving respect. We are members of all political parties 
that have the utmost respect for the United States and our country's time-
honored way of life.  
 
The Union Alliance Collective Security-Redemption Agreement by the People 
core mission is �Collective Security� as mentioned by William A. Mclenaghan in 
Magruder�s American Government 1998: �...Basic purpose of the U.N. and a 
major goal of American foreign policy (is) to create a worldwide system in 
which all or most nations agree to take joint action to meet any threat to or 
breach of international peace.�  
 
Our system offers the ultimate in replicability. Every citizen young and old is 
given an opportunity. The minds of many senior citizens are put at ease. 
Obstacles encountered are typically self-defeatism by individuals and groups. 
However, this 21st Century American Renaissance of ideas and Arts and 
Sciences brings new light to what has been darkness. We are left with only 
one chance to redeem our society and to make right what has been made 
wrong.  
 
Given our warfighting campaign, advances in knowledge systems, and in 
general, the evolution of the human mind, new ways of thinking are 
transferred. The entire geopolitical landscape shifts.  

  

 
A new private sector intelligence network to be governed by Congress as 
authorized by United States Code (U.S.C.) has been formed and an 
independent agency that will be shared equally by both civilian specialists and 
DOD/Department of Defense military personnel. The preceding should be in 
accordance with guidelines set forth by DoD Directive 1400.35, "Defense 
Civilian Intelligence Personnel System (DCIPS)", 03/19/1999, which is 
responsible for the establishment of the Defense Civilian Intelligence Board
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(DCIB). Information accrued by this new agency is to be strictly disseminated 
among eligible federal, independent, city, state, and local networks as well as 
specified foreign government alliances.  
 
Related functions are: Counter-Intelligence (CI)/Counter-Terrorism (CT), 
Research and Development, Cooperative Training, Breakthrough Science & 
Technology Integration, Advanced Technology Finding, Discovery Navigation, 
and C4ISR (Command, Control, Communications, Computers, Intelligence, 
Surveillance and Reconnaissance).  
 
Vast and complex government systems (e.g., communication) are 
streamlined�All systems unified. 

This Creates Maximum Interoperability As Never Before In U.S. History 

Civilian, non-civilian prodigies, and elite warfighters working together �  

The world�s most highly disciplined men and women, young and old, who have 
dedicated their lives far beyond the call of duty 

  

  

  

Defense Security Intelligence Network Mission Reiterated -- 
Protect America At All Costs 
  
Even Years Preceding 9/11 
This Has Been Our Aim 
  

  

Corporate Aspects – Lucrative Commerce for America’s Defense 

If more businesses donated funds toward areas that lack within our national security 
structure, the U.S. and world as a whole would be a much safer place. AONN DSI is a 
special independent agency tasked with a multitude of U.S. national responsibilities. 
AONN DSI is a commercial and government entity. What began as a military families 
organization is now a federal trading partner registered with the United States 
Department of Defense and the Defense Logistics Agency. AONN DSI is somewhat 
similar to other security agencies that are operated by civilian specialists working with 
military personnel. However, the AONN DSI federal enterprise is very much like that of 
the Amtrak government corporate model. Amtrak, preceding the U.S. Interstate Highway 
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System, and later, the Internet, is an extraordinary U.S. institution honored for the 
creation of the first corporation.  

  

  

Parallel In Some Respect…But Quite Different 

Following in the footsteps of George Washington and William General Donovan�s Office 
of Strategic Services (OSS), prodigies from a number of advanced fields created AONN 
DSI as a means by which to bridge the gap as never before between the public and 
government sectors. Many a citizen had talked about doing such, but AONN DSI 
gathered the courage and actually did it. Far from the nation�s Capitol, the U.S. West 
Coast had during the late Twentieth Century experienced a political landscape far worse 
than the First American Civil War. Often there had been little or no oversight and major 
sectors were left to be terrorized by corruption run rampant.  

It has been said that some experienced living conditions roughly five times worse than 
the Great Depression, which is clearly the greatest travesty of American Justice and 
Liberty alike. Countless citizens were never allowed the freedoms all Americans were 
supposed to be born with. The ultimate injustice was that like the first Americans who 
had fled from the British tyranny, U.S. citizens west of Washington D.C., were again 
being robbed of their Constitutional Rights and dehumanized nearly two hundred years 
after the Declaration of Independence. So, in order to protect the New World colonies 
from a future tyranny, an elite delegation of scientists and warfighters assembled to draft 
a new national security plan to be revealed and exhibited at Harvard University John F. 
Kennedy School of Government during 2nd quarter 2002. The combined defense security 
intelligence network system was created to help protect all law-abiding citizens, as a 
tribute to American innovation such as its predecessor innovations throughout the 
centuries and to pay homage to those who undeservedly lost their lives in what has in 
reality been an ongoing civil war since our nation�s inception.  

Faced with a new global threat as well as increased domestic terror, Pacific Rim citizens 
rose up out of the flames to become AONN/Access One Network Northwest DSI, one of 
the world�s most elite counterintelligence networks. Having fought since before the days 
leading up to what many citizens were being told was the end of the Cold War, the 
Network had encountered terrorism and political turmoil decades before 11 September 
2001.  

AONN analysts are soldiers for a good cause. They are the most highly trained assets 
having diligently studied some of the best intelligence professionals from the United 
States and around the world. AONN analysts work with scientists and analysts, armed 
enforcement and officials from many different agencies. AONN analysts report to duty 
around the clock while working global operations in multiple time zones. They submit 
reports from their tasking and serve their country both indefinitely and unconditionally. It 
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is through both deductive and inductive reasoning that AONN Analysts have 
extrapolated applicable concepts that even some senior officials have never conceived. 
This is a lifelong dedication to the fight for security of a potentially free world. 
  
AONN DSI is competitive and elects from among the best and the brightest. AONN DSI 
is comprised of prodigies in less than one percentile. 
  
 
Intelligence Sharing/Customer Service 
 
National to International Assessment, Estimates/Requirements and Logistics 
Preparation of Collection Plan, World Targets and Tactical Posture 
Enemy/Threat Identification/Location, Capability, Intention and Overall Power 
  
DSIN collects, processes, warehouses, permanently archives and disseminates 
information, which affects society as a whole, but that ninety-nine point nine percent of 
the world won�t hear about in the news or find on the World Wide Web. Being that the 
Network is a multi-agency, joint-counterstrike force and possesses such a culmination of 
some of the world�s brightest and most brilliant intellect, intelligentsia, academicians and 
minds, it can quite easily be said that the AONN DSI concept by itself is worth 
multibillions. AONN DSI is incredibly charismatic. Our intelligence officials are expert 
powerbrokers capable of almost unimaginable negotiation skills. One scenario is that in 
a friendly foreign sector in need of highly advanced anti-satellite defense systems and 
related satellite communications hardware and software, DSIN has the inside track, top 
analytical support and means with which to obtain and secure said equipment for our 
customers for the lowest possible price on the planet. DSIN has access and the powerful 
capability to seamlessly mitigate millions of dollars worth of sensitive data at a lower 
than wholesale cost in exchange for twice that which our agency spent. As one can 
simply deduce, millions of dollars can be accumulated in a brief matter of moments. 
Our officers are specially trained to get information from point A to point B and do so in 
the midst of chaos. We make perfect sense in a world fraught with disinformation. We 
are tasked to find and annihilate denial and deception operations. Conversely, we help 
to get our customers� ideas across �and that often means across borders.  
  
 
Issuance of Advisories and Notification of Ready (i.e., Open, Go, Standby) 
Status to All Agencies of a Common Concern 
 
Our Advanced Analytic Production and Service of Intelligence (A2PSI) to government, 
the American people and larger world community, accrues capital by increasing society�s 
educated awareness of government programs and related resources. DSI/N is 
computerized as well as fully automated to meet the ever-growing 21st Century needs of 
our customers who are the policymakers and decision makers of the U.S. Government 
and friendly nations. DSIN disseminates accurate and timely intelligence reports in 
support of all levels of command.   
  
 
�Around the Clock In Multiple Time Zones� Further Defined 
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AONN DSI maintains an ultra-sophisticated 50-state and foreign database of 
government, military, political and commercial/private-sector assets. Our intelligence 
data come from both open and extrapolated closed sources, as we are naturally aware 
in our dynamic Earth system. We provide liaison, world-class consulting and accomplish 
what others cannot. Our task is astronomically difficult and it is for the security of the 
People and the future continuity of U.S. Government foundation, that we hold to the 
highest American ideal. The craft of espionage predates modern times and is found in 
case history throughout the Bible and in the formation of the United States itself. Secrecy 
is golden, an art, science, catalyst for positive change, and central to our collective 
civilization, history and evolution as an industrialized nation. 
  
 
Modern Civil / Geopolitical War 
 
It has been said that the CIA is in fact, not a product of the Cold War, but rather it is 
more than anything, a bi-product of World War II. AONN DSI clandestine lineage to and 
division of the Intelligence Community, on the other hand, is very much a product of the 
�70s, �80s and �90s and what our analysts consider to clearly be an extended and 
ongoing Cold War. The truth is, we have always been at war even at home within our 
own cities and communities in the United States. Furthermore, our agency understands 
that there has always been a state of constant war of good vs. evil and that nearly every 
city, township, state, province and nation during every era throughout time, has 
experienced some kind of civil/political war in spite of history books not particularly 
having reflected or documented such. 
  
 
Perfect for the Economy 
 
AONN DSI will extend itself to share in, on the average, $250,000 worth of government 
contracts with financiers. DSI will agree to terms of split payment on contract 
disbursements. Allotment can be considerably larger ranging from $250,000 to several 
millions or even several billions for that matter. Confidentiality depends on the nature of 
the business/partner program, however it can clearly be stated that AONN has created a 
robust system of defense monetary fundraising via a mechanism of discreet 
apportionment. More simply put, our formula is coded�multidimensionally encrypted. 
  
 
Network Summary 
 
AONN DSI is integral to the ultimate American advocacy and has lobbied Congress to 
implement this new system of ensuring public safety as part of the Homeland Security 
umbrella. 

•         AONN is a much needed source of intelligence information 
•         We are partially a student/civilian agency � our profile has been made available 

to the public 
•         Our agency has discovered and consequently turned over countless 

intelligence loopholes for examination 
•         Under Public Law we clearly have the authority to police our communities 

despite any conceivable challenge(s) to our status, especially in lieu of the 
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Pacific Northwest�s previous zero-oversight and severe breaches of U.S. 
Constitutional Law 

•         AONN is encouraged by other agencies to continue its effort as it is the 
ultimate testament to the notion that the system can work even despite mass 
corruption 

•         AONN will generate massive funds for the U.S. by increasing public awareness 
of government resources 

•         AONN spends time and money with Uncle Sam to help finance U.S. defense 
programs 

•         The Management & Governance -- Intergovernmental relations & collaboration 
program �AONN U.S. Defense Security Intelligence Service� was officially made 
public domain at approximately 8:00 PM (EST)/ 5:00 PM (PST) on Friday, May 
17, through the Institute for Government Innovations 2002/John F. Kennedy 
School of Government at Harvard University 

  
Excerpt from Both Public and Internal Disclosure  
For Immediate Release: 

Our agency is proud to support, unlike any other entity in world history, the various 
defense, security and Intelligence Community member organizations of the United States 
and Allied Nations and would like to take this time to thank the many of you working in 
academia, policy and private sectors who have helped to assist in the transition from 
Research & Analysis to public domain. Thank you. 

  
  
Respectfully Yours, 
  
CIO Robert L. Taylor / Director of Operations / U.S. Policy Support 
Information Directorate / AONN Defense Security Intelligence (DSI)                                                                   
 AONN Human Resources / Defense Programs Finance & Staffing Division 
  
Your organization is more than welcome to contact us at any time. 
  
  
 
 
 
�Some say intelligence gatherers or spies come from the most unlikely backgrounds, and I 
guess that applies to me. Throughout history you will see men and women from many 
backgrounds step forward to serve their country in this particular way, and I was no 
exception.� 

Words by Nathan Hale from CIA website:  http://www.cia.gov/cia/ciakids/history/nathan.html 
  
  
  
 
 
Finally, despite all the atrocities we have observed and experienced, incredibly, we the 
cooperative People of the downtrodden communities of the United States of America, 
lower our weapons which have traditionally been used against ourselves as a society. 
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We do this so that all can come together from among every ethnic group to help as 
much as humanly possible to eradicate global corruption, terrorism and tyranny. We are 
forever tired of crime in our world. 
  

There is no other program like this in existence. Our new system transforms 
disestablishment and anti-government individuals into productive allies. 

  

We bring hope to those who have been without. Our battle reinvigorates those who have 
become despondent apparently beyond the help of science as well as those who have been 
undeservedly disenfranchised. Every citizen young and old is given an opportunity. New 
life energy is brought to America. The minds of many senior citizens are put at ease. 

  

  

The spirit of Nathan Hale is reborn in 2002 A.D. � 

  

Imagine an entire New World culture  

and entire generations that seek to be like Nathan Hale 

  

�We rise up out of the flames � We are the People 

  

Operation: Epic Republic � Union Alliance Collective Security Redemption Agreement 

  

  

Signature Block 
[CIO Robert Lee Taylor]  
  Robert Taylor,  
  Director.  
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For Comptrollers/ Senior Fiscal Budget Managers/ Congressional Budget Committee 
  
Our agency is officially contacting you regarding our requirement to fulfill our fiscal year 
intelligence budget. FY 2003 funds will be allocated to offset the cost for a sufficient 
amount of DOD staff, surplus of analytical tools, and other such resources pertaining to 
U.S. legislative demand for upgraded counterintelligence product. Deployment of the 
Harvard University John F. Kennedy School of Government Union Alliance Collective 
Security-Redemption Agreement 2002/3 Project EPIC REPUBLIC/ EPIC NATIONS 
(UACS RA 2002/3) National Public Security System is both history making as well as 
essential to the survivability of the United States. 

  

AONN U.S. Defense Security Intelligence Network is raising capital during 4th quarter 
2002 for a total estimated budget of approximately $50 million to be used primarily for 
the systems that pertain to our new cyber warfare base, complex, facility and center for 
the Pacific Northwest/Pacific Rim. This will forever change the computer industry as we 
know it and be the largest revolution in terms of high tech since the advent of the 
Microsoft Corporation.  

Naturally, we continue to develop and pursue our agency�s new and existing 
relationships, partnerships, and alliances in the academic, commercial, and private 
sectors. In 2002, AONN DSI/N has created the new U.S. National Public Security 
System (USNP2S).  

Your contribution of an endowment, interagency transfer or grant is certainly more than 
well received and our agency greatly appreciates your ongoing effort to make for a 
considerably more effective means of U.S. national security. 

  

  

 
Framework of the New United States National Public Security System: 

  

1)      The new national public security system hereinafter referred to as �USNP2S� is a 
partnership unlike any other in history, between government and the U.S. civilian 
population. 

  

2)      The new national public security system consists of three main elements: (a) advanced 
software protocol (b) a physical structure; and (c) legislation. These elements were 
brought together under a system that AONN/DSIN refers to as Union Alliance Collective 
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Security-Redemption Agreement (UACS/RA 2002/2003)/ Project: EPIC REPUBLIC/ 
EPIC NATIONS. 

  

3)      Like many advanced systems, USNP2S is a modular platform, which has the capability 
to be upgraded seamlessly. 

  

4)      Laws governing the use of USNP2S shall vary in contingency upon the jurisdiction in 
which the system is operating. 

  

5)      USNP2S was created chiefly by the private sector rather than the federal government, so 
that civilians could be afforded a means with which to help police their own communities 
in areas that severely lack crucial government oversight. USNP2S was created by the 
People to protect the People. 

  

6)      USNP2S is a logical system. 

  

7)      USNP2S is the system that both streamlines and defines the highly complex and 
interconnected systems of personal identification/visual recognition/biometrics/and other 
such systems. Therefore, USNP2S is the top tier system of systems with regard to U.S. 
national public security. Furthermore, USNP2S was created by the public (first and 
foremost), academia, the world scientific community, government defense analysts and 
finally, legislature. So, the system is always at least one step ahead of the competition in 
theory, design and operation. Research, Analysis and Deployment (RAD) is our business. 

  

8)      USNP2S to some degree mirrors some characteristics of other existing systems both 
domestic and foreign, but greatly improves upon them. USNP2S is 21st Century U.S. 
national security as never before. Our nation�s critical infrastructures are strengthened 
exponentially. 

  

9)      USNP2S is integral to the survivability of the United States. 
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USNP2S identifies obscure but serious threats that could result in exceptionally grave 
damage to the nation. USNP2S is clearly not a national ID card. 

  

  

DSIN preaches defense security intelligence so if you want for us to test your product(s) 
and materials, by all means send us something. 

  

  

Public Affairs Officers / Point(s) of Contact: 

  

Arlo Logozzo � Information Systems Specialist / Information Security and Investigations 

Jessica Daniels � Administration & Human Resources   

(206) 666-8078 

  

  
  
  
 
----- Original Message -----  
From: AONN DSI Public Affairs  
To: All Command Levels  
Sent: Tuesday, July 30, 2002 3:42 PM 
Subject: Unclassified U.S. Intelligence Report -- Operation Union Alliance: EPIC NATIONS 

 
  
 
  
 

The information transmitted is intended only for the person 

or entity to which it is addressed and may contain confidential, 

and/or privileged material. If you are not the intended 

recipient of this message you are hereby notified that any use, 
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review, retransmission, dissemination, distribution, reproduction 

or any action taken in reliance upon this message is a federal crime 

and will result in the prosecution of anyone found guilty of such. 

If you received this in error, you are required by law to immediately contact 
the sender (206-666-8078) and delete the material from any computer, fax, 

network, contrivance, or system. It is illegal to redistribute this data. 

 Written authorization must be obtained before citing AONN Systems (Access One Network 
Northwest) in any non-agency material. 

  

 

  

  
  
   

Just as in the widely popular television series �The Pretender� there are in fact in the real world 
pretenders among us� 

A long forgotten American spirit has returned 

  

  

30 July 2002 

  

  

(U) Agent of Influence � Internal Intelligence Report 

  

  

The New Black Chamber 2002 A.D. � History Repeats Itself �  

U.S. West Coast East Coast Parallels �  
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From 495 Deep In Everett, Washington Secret Code Dating Back to 1986 

to the 495 Washington, D.C. Beltway 

  

Treatise by an Intelligence Officer Codename One Sir Grove of EVT: 

  

The Palladium Panther 

  

  

The Great Compromise of 2002 -- How It Is Possible 

Beyond State of the Art 21st Century   

IT Fused With �Old School� Cloak and Dagger 

  

  

Contents of White/Green/Gold Papers: 

  

  

America Has Bred a New Super Force � A Soul Who Proposes a 16th Agency 

  

Summary 

  

Charter 

  

Background 
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Al Qaeda Connection 

  

Motivation (Domestic Suicide Slow-to-Rapid Death Assassins  

  and Automatic Weaponry on U.S.  Streets) 

  

Parallel Worlds  

  

Objective Government Business, But It Can Be Explained No Other Way �  

  Analogy of Good vs. Evil 

  

The Network and Its Clandestine Operations � AONN Special Access Project 

  

Continental Army 2002 � A New Generation�A New Kind of War �  

  In a Dark Sector Unfortunately �Scouted� Previously, AONN Leads the Way 

  

(Excerpts) Links to Relevant Articles: (I) Q-In-Tel (II) �Gov-Exec� (III) �USC Schools� 

  

   

  

America Has Bred a New Super Force � A Soul Who Proposes a 16th Agency� 

 Can you imagine a special program, so incredibly powerful that it transforms, with one 
hundred percent accuracy and success even the most disestablishment individuals into 
die-hard pro-American advocates? Can you imagine a super formula that reverses long 
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held anti-American ideologies and creates soldiers who are forever for America? Imagine 
the fact that Virginia, which is the very heart of the Central Intelligence Agency, had 

once been part of the Confederacy. I refer to my formula as the �Future Colony Theory� 
based upon my twenty-six year study of the popular Star Trek science-fiction/fact series 

combined with Urban Intelligence.  

  

  

SUMMARY:  

  

Qualifying individuals from eligible organizations / components are invited to 
collaborate with AONN DSI at a new cyber security facility and annexed 
complexes. For invitees, we have listed: 

(This list is in no way exhaustive. If you do not see your entity, please be advised 
that a reasonable number of eligible state, federal, military and cleared academic 

/ civilian specialists are invited to participate in a Level 1 (Unclassified) DSI 
conference at a secure location. This initial meet for all listed components will in 

some cases be at various neutral locations separate from the main cyber security 
facility). 

Congress � All U.S. Government executive branch departments and agencies � 
ATF/CIA/DIA/DEA/DSS/FBI/NSA � Office of the National Counterterrorism 
Executive � NIPC (National Infrastructure Protection Center � Bureau of Justice 
Assistance / RISS Center Services � The National Cybercrime Training Partnership 
(NCTP) � Homeland Security � NASA � Institute for Intergovernmental Research 
(IIR) / State and Local Anti-Terrorism Training (SLATT) Program � U.S. Marshals 
� U.S. Secret Service � Interpol and More 

  

The calculated net effect of the AONN Information Security Infrastructure (AISI), 
reformation, and anti-crime measures in concert with said national security 
initiative, will be a shocking, never before seen, 
 and absolutely drastic reduction in overall crime in the U.S.  
 
AONN DSI operates over 2,040 contractors and network members in multiple 
global locations. Its annual budget is off the present record. Additionally, DSI/N 
seeks to increase its staff with considerably more DOD staff at approximately 
seventy percent. 
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Through Harvard University, our organization has created a program which allows for 
open air discussion between a very small, less than one percentile group of high-IQ 
individuals who have not so perfect offender records and government information 
security officials. There are relatively few, vaguely similar programs in existence and 
none of which are anywhere near comparable to our program. This new quantum formula 
that has been developed, is the most astounding and prolific compromise in recorded 
world history between civilian ex-underworld specialists and U.S. government. Said 
program titled �Project: EPIC REPUBLIC� was created by and for government and 
it is the government that shall own such system. As such, the government at its 
discretion may fund this program, however, this is not a service that is being sold to the 
government; this system is under government control. The chief feature of the newly 
created system is its ability to physically penetrate Al Qaeda and other terrorist cells 
operating within the United States and abroad.  

Our portfolio of accomplishments has been disseminated as an official briefing to the 
President and Vice President of the United States, Congress and every major department 
in the national hierarchy. To this end, we have notified the White House, the State 
Department, FBI, FBI Counterintelligence, the Justice Department, Department of 
Defense, CIA, NSA, the entire Intelligence Community and the Office of Inspectors 
General. The AONN DSI new national security program was created for the People and 
government and is being exhibited at Harvard University John F. Kennedy School of 
Government/Institute for Government Innovation 2002. The same information has been 
provided to National Archives and Records Administration as well as the Federal 
Register. 

  

  

Charter: 

 

The AONN DSI/N Charter is clear � AONN DSI is a 24-hour data exchange system, of 
which the scope of the information is as William Webster indicated when he was 
referring to the CIA�s role in modern times. His words were: ��The scope of this 
information includes virtually every kind of information-information from all parts of the 
world-economic, political, military, scientific, information about people, places, and 
events; events that have happened and might happen-wars, coups, terrorist acts, crop 
failures, elections, famine, drug trafficking, and natural disasters��  

AONN DSI adds to this � Our core mission is to defend America�s streets and 
communities in areas where there has been little or no oversight, isolate and defeat 
terrorists domestic and foreign who are operating both in and out of cyberspace, expose 
corruption and extremely difficult to identify threats to the national security while 
implementing countermeasures to such, create new laws through legislation to protect 
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citizens, penetrate what have traditionally been nearly impenetrable networks and reform 
by means of altering previously criminal and anti-American ideologies. 

Ancillary:  

AONN DSI is the highly trained, ultra sophisticated, hands-on, hand-to-hand combat, 
cloak and dagger, spy hunter component of our nation�s new logical defense system. The 
Pacific Northwest is full of intrigue and without an agency of this magnitude in our part 
of the world to coordinate with preexisting agencies in other parts of the country (e.g., 
D.C., Maryland, Virginia) our national-international system of living and way of life 
would unquestionably shutdown. AONN DSI has taken the lead. This is what America 
always wanted and needed. 

  

  

Background: 

  

Some of the examples contained herein may appear similar to certain elements found in a 
number of popular movies and books, therefore we would like to point out that in spite of 
such stories being fiction, such stories are often based on and/or depict a realistic 
counterpart, rather, an actual operation within the real world. Our real world program is 
clearly within the scope of the latter. Recent television shows have been �Level 9� and 
Ice T�s �Players.� Both shows relate to individuals on probation working for the FBI. 
Level 9 was centered in Seattle, Washington and dealt with hackers who had become 
counterintelligence operatives, and Players was in essence a parallel. More to the fact, it 
has been known for a considerable amount of time by information hounds in the public 
and private sector that these kinds of programs do in fact exist. Ordinarily, the rule of 
thumb to support this is that there is a logistical requirement to utilize underground talent 
when such talent is not available anywhere else. Furthermore, one should for the record 
note that in our particular situation there is no movie involved and our program is no 
laughing matter. We are considered to be geniuses in our respective areas of less than one 
percentile talent and our command is comprised of some of the world�s most brilliant 
young adults ever in recorded history. AONN DSI has identified as well as tapped forms 
of human intelligence, which have not previously been classified. Emotional Intelligence 
is only one relatively recent classification though not by AONN DSI. It was AONN DSI 
that harnessed this. 

Some of us had �run-ins� with the police when we were adolescents. Of any of our 
aggregate charges, the most serious allegation was that of first-degree residential 
burglary. But, there are no convicted killers, murderers, mad bombers, arsonists, gunmen, 
violent maniacs, drug dealers, or in fact, thieves in our network. There are no pending 
charges, investigations, or scandals. No. Our geek friends were penalized for such 
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offenses as �offensive littering� and �discharge of aerial devices after hours of dark� (in 
other words: fireworks); many of which were later dismissed. As such, the remaining 
absurd charges are still contested to this day. It is clear to many professionals that none of 
us are criminals, nor ever have been. As a result of demographics, rather, having grown 
up on our city�s unbalanced east side district where there is almost zero oversight and 
given the political tension and climate in our country during the era of the late 1980s to 
mid 1990s, our particular situation was circumstantial. Our particular situation was 
circumstantial to such a degree that several branches of the U.S. Armed Forces have 
remarked that of all our collective charges combined, the only charge that is remotely 
considered a slight barrier to enrollment in active military duty is the weak residential 
burglary allegation. The military has conceded that if this allegation, which recruiters 
know to be absolute nonsense, were officially reexamined by the courts and ultimately 
vacated, the promise of active duty would be one hundred percent guaranteed. The 
preceding political friction occurred more than seven years ago, and the military�s 
positive comments have been quite recent, more specifically, within the past six months. 
Additionally, our network associates are still in their mid-twenties.  

  

  

Al Qaeda Connection:  

  

While in college, some of our team had unfortunately encountered many Al Qaeda 
sympathizers as well as hardcore supporters. This was many years before most of the 
world population knew anything about such destructive groups. Our team had also the 
collegiate and institutional experience of living and studying among the Muslim 
community for a number of years. Later, as a result of industrial spying aimed against 
certain areas of Washington State�s High Technology Corridor and local businesses, 
some of our members had been forced as independents to perform intelligence collection 
within the larger international community. 

  

  

Motivation: 

  

(Domestic Suicide Slow-to-Rapid Death Assassins  

and Automatic Weaponry on U.S.  Streets) 
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The most shocking discovery made by any analyst who thoroughly examines DSI/N�s 
civil service will undoubtedly be that the individual responsible for the creation of The 
Network is in fact, purely a valiant, humble and ultra-dedicated patriot who has gone 
light years above and beyond the call of civic duty. One will find the great paradox is 
such that despite what the �system� often and unfortunately contends, there are in reality, 
those among us who wish for nothing but economic, political and social global stability. 
There are elite warfighters for America who have been suppressed as a result of 
unfortunate circumstances. Moreover, virtually tens upon thousands of work hours have 
gone toward the mega formulation of what could very well be the most successful 
intelligence operation in United States history. 

First, imagine the most unscrupulous popular entertainment figure currently in the media. 
Who would that be? Perhaps several subjects quickly come to mind. Imagine the trials 
and tribulations and societal destruction caused by any of these subjects� problematic 
campaigns. The courtroom dramas, the plight, the death, the carnage and the young 
minds lead astray in the opposite direction far from what our foremothers and forefathers 
had intended to be a perpetual ideal. The higher American ideal was to be carried on for 
thousands of years into the future. Second, it could easily be said that Generation X by 
itself has devolved in many respects. Human subjects� minds have closed off crucial 
hardware channels in effect sending the subjects back in time to prehistoric times and 
times of brutal �food-sex-shelter� savagery. The now popular practice of youth smoking 
�wet� or �sherm stick� (PCP or embalming fluid laced cigarettes and marijuana joints), 
which begets incredibly super human strength and often-vicious suicide attacks against 
civilization and humanity is clearly a threat to the national security. This absolutely 
deadly concoction creates true-to-life, nothing to lose zombies, that in many cases are 
armed with semi-automatic to automatic sidearms and sub-machine pistols, while 
seemingly invincible. The general public is only now beginning to receive obscure 
reports about such incidents, but there remains a massive gap of information. Ordinarily, 
a neighborhood of underprivileged youth will receive tips through the grapevine of news 
reports involving someone who apparently possessed super human strength and it will be 
these underprivileged youth who know what police and investigators have no clue about. 
There will be speculation that the individual gone mad had a history of duress and mental 
anguish and that a toxicology report is on its way. But, sets of ghetto inhabitants already 
know what the forensics experts do not. There is also a related scenario in which a 
subject who is a reputed gang member will ingest wet (also �hit� �take a hit of� �pull� or 
�take a drag of� the marijuana or tobacco; a marijuana joint rolled with a cigar is 
commonly known as a blunt) in order to conduct a gun blazing suicide mission/operation 
against a rival sector/criminal or legitimate monetary operation. When the strike is 
against a legitimate business owner or team of business people, the all out assault is 
committed in a blind rage out of jealously, envy and thus pure hatred. Because this 
usually happens without warning and due to the extreme nature of this type of domestic 
gradual-to-rapid suicide ritual, it would seem that nothing short of heavy caliber return 
gun fire can stop the onslaught and attack. Police authorities and communities are not 
prepared for this sort of thing. Historically, there have been countless cases of assassins 
of this order having been pumped and sprayed full of bullets by police and tactical teams, 
but having remained somehow functioning and armed at a maximum level of lethality. 
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Induced subjects have awakened the next morning and subsequently died instantly. This 
might seem like something only of horror movies, but it is not. This has become a 
terrifying daily reality. AONN DSI through deep analysis and honesty, reports through 
intelligence channels to the President of the United States, policymakers and the 
American people, the truth that suicide attacks which so-called experts allege are making 
their way to the U.S., are in fact already here. AONN DSI is the first to report this in this 
light. Suicide attacks are not limited to Al Qaeda operatives, but are a bi-product of an 
overall demoralization in our society coupled with anti-Americanism. Third, AIDS and 
other epidemics are notably threats to national-international security, but equally and 
increasingly anti-American sentiment is by far a most serious and impending threat to 
both domestic and global security. Finally, it is through the use of our super formula in 
carefully designed and strategically engineered mainstream music created by our beyond 
state of the art, DSI Clandestine Science Branch that the spirit of early American 
colonization, empowerment and pro-establishment/pro-state ideology is conjured in the 
minds of the youth, young adult and global consumer masses. The same zeal with which 
George Washington fought the British while instilling the first American blueprint is 
brought back through space-time into the year 2002 A.D. All the kindred spirits have 
been rallied and conjured to help fight to save our future. Nathan Hale lives!  

This is all too elaborate, too intricate and too real to be a hoax. With the lure of earthly 
pleasantries, no one or group would have gone to such an extent to create such a story. It 
all checks out and one might as well call it paranormal. But still�could it have been 
someone with some kind of dissociative identity disorder? Think again. How about 
immeasurable genius? How about it�s the real thing? We often ask ourselves how is it 
possible. The only thing that we can surmise � is that it is possible. 

Does the criminal element write and compose eloquent prose, dissertation, and beyond 
Ph.D. level lecture for Harvard University? Sure, it can be said that one of our country�s 
most notorious serial killers was at some point a law student, but then it can be asked, 
�Was he a renown poet or a romantic lover?� Was he ever a true patriot? Did this person 
over the span of fourteen years or more, create a highly advanced new national security 
protocol and volunteer to work constructively with police, law enforcement, security, 
intelligence and defense communities? � Of course not. 

  

  

Parallel Worlds 
According to author James Bamford in his 1982 national best selling book (Houghton 
Mifflin Company/Penguin Books; ISBN 0 14 00.6748 5) The Puzzle Palace � Inside the 
National Security Agency, America�s Most Secret Intelligence Organization, The Black 
Chamber was created on November 4, 1952. Mr. Bamford illustrates that the new agency 
did not appear in the Federal Register, Government Organization Manual, or the 
Congressional Record. Further, he wrote: �No statute establishes the NSA,� former 
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Senate Intelligence Committee Chairman Frank Church reported,� or defines the 
permissible scope of its responsibilities.� On page 24 James Bamford indicated: �The 
proposal also specified that the organization be composed of a civilians�� 

AONN DSI was created out of absolute necessity. One cannot claim to be intelligent 
and at the same time be hypocritical in that he or she believes the current system to be 
absolute. That would be the anti-thesis and a defeat to the purpose of the American 
system. The creators of early America were fugitives and members of penal colonies. 
They were American revolutionary soldiers. The Scottish John Paul Jones was a founder 
of the United States Navy. Scholars now know that Columbus wasn�t liked by his 
subordinates, died a miserable death and that he wasn�t really a hero. In the case of the 
Black Chamber the powers that were, brokered highly illegal deals with the entire 
cable industry in order to tap international data traffic. Despite the surreptitious 
nature of the aforementioned, it is all real. It really happened and it was all done. Less 
than one year ago, no one would have believed that there would ever be a new 
department of government. Officials at the Pentagon would have dismissed this to their 
hearts� content. Cynical analysts would ramble on rationalizing about how it was 
impossible � impossible � impossible. War and Congressional approval weren�t the only 
reasons for the creation of Homeland Security � it was on smart peoples� minds a long 
time ago. Therefore, do we always first need to have a war, or a presidential go 
ahead, or Congressional signature, or Secretary of Defense authorization in order to 
save the world from destruction? Every time there is a new agency, the same things are 
iterated and reiterated. Then, once a new agency is in place and official with charter it is 
said that the newer system is absolute and nothing shall ever be added to it or taken 
away from such� �but geniuses need to constantly remind the rest of the world 
that things are dynamic, not static, ever changing, things change and that things are 
not absolute and that also goes for the Department of Defense. Does anyone remember 
any old stories about something called a �War Department?� 

Do we as a community of intelligent people think that CIA and NSA are complete? Do 
we fall for the deadly illusion that President Harry S. Truman made everything ok when 
he writ that intelligence be centralized? Does everything stop there at his ancient 
declaration? In all its majestic worth and subsequent account for trillions of dollars spent, 
was the new system able to locate one man? Could one human size object � one subject � 
one human � be located in space-time? No. So centralizing intelligence information 
wasn�t the total solution was it? It isn�t currently the total solution is it? So please do not 
make the mistake of thinking that no other defense agency (not �department� as in the 
Department of Homeland Defense � �agency� is the operative word here � pun might as 
well be intended) can be created and added to what already exists or that a civilian with 
the mind of a master military strategist can�t come up with the idea. With all due 
respect, there obviously weren�t enough systems (e.g., defense agencies) in the first 
place. It has to start somewhere, someone has to have the courage to start it, and in 
this case, it came from the ghetto where a number of heroes such as Colin Powell have 
emerged.  
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If some poor kid who lived in an area that had been ravaged five times worse than the 
Great Depression, sold a bag of cocaine so that he could buy a decent meal was arrested 
on a drug possession charge and sentenced to one year and one day in prison, awoke in 
his cell from a bad dream one day and was suddenly a visionary and clearly in some 
manner of clairvoyance and perfect clarity, saw (remote viewed) in his mind�s eye, bin 
Laden and his comrades� actual whereabouts at some remote location and this could be 
confirmed, that kid would become the exception to the rule and would immediately be 
released from state custody� �into the hands of the federal government of course. But, 
the point to the obviously intended run-on is that the kid would be released from his 
previously downtrodden predicament. 

  

  

Objective Government Business, But It Can Be Explained No Other Way -- 
Analogy of Good vs. Evil 

When referring to Al Qaeda, our U.S. leaders have frequently used the term �evil� clearly 
denoting the opposite of �good.� Without a shadow of a doubt, and it is known to every 
analyst, that this suggests nothing other than good vs. evil and furthermore, spiritual 
warfare. Have we ever heard the saying �In God we trust� or �One nation under God?� 
We point out that AONN DSI strongly believes in upholding the law of the separation of 
church and state. Nevertheless, for the purpose of expounding upon such evil, we depict 
the current global situation in a related analogy. Proponent countries and their respective 
nation-state members have periodically referred to America as the Great Satan. Being 
that America was quite conversely founded upon certain other moral grounds, we as 
intelligence professionals, analysts, experts and officials feel that it is only right and well 
within our legal jurisdiction to reply to the Great Satan comment and in doing so, 
examine what we consider to be displaced blame. We can no longer tip toe around on 
eggshells and sit back without at least responding to such claims in an unbiased, non-
discriminatory and perfectly legal manner. In a street sense we can�t let someone �punk� 
us when the fate of the world is at stake, so it is the duty of every man, woman and child 
in the United States to get behind and back the astutely polite government when we see 
that it is being cheap shot at and blindsided. Moreover, war calls for exceptions to rules 
and is fraught with special cases. Equating Al Qaeda to the devil in no way shape or form 
insinuates that the Muslim world is of the nature of the devil. Al Qaeda has proved to not 
be a civilized entity whereas the centuries old religion of Islam has proved to be peaceful, 
civilized and �not of the devil.� America welcomes and is a collective of and based upon 
all world religions, but needless to say, America does not tolerate terrorism. 
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The Network and Its Clandestine Operations � AONN Special Access Project: 

Colossal historic milestones can for good reasons sound like marketing pitches, but this 
interstellar gesture is no more for-profit than the Amtrak Corporation and railroad 
system. Our tactical message is mixed in with on-the-surface-and-at-first-glance-illicit 
mainstream multimedia. This is no different than an optional Rated-R program (e.g., 
movie, song, television show, or music video) on the Armed Forces Broadcast 
System. From there, we cast a �honey net� which is a data trap for terrorists both foreign 
and domestic. The entire ongoing operation is highly monitored. We are able to 
communicate with every conceivable organization via a fifty-state and foreign 
territories database. As the NSA admits, if it (NSA) were a publicly traded entity, it 
would easily be a Fortune 5 (not 500) company. Perhaps NSA could be Fortune 1. 
Imagine being able to go back in time to the beginning of the NSA knowing what you 
know now. Imagine the fact that there is a saying the information has a tendency to come 
from the east and travels west ...well so does time. On the surface Washington State is 
plush-green and glittering with the intergalactic accomplishments of post-modern 
industrialization. Washington State has become the New Silicon Valley. However, 
socially and politically, Washington State is still in the midst of the American Civil War. 
The Outlands of the Emerald City are medieval and perilous. In Washington State there 
has come to be an Outer Network as the landscape is reminiscent of the famed movie 
Blade Runner. The State of Washington is eerily another Washington with its own 
parallel universe Wild Bills and Jesus Angletons. OSS was just created, but in a different 
time in the larger continuum. AONN DSI is an intelligence service, therefore its 
personnel do not play games, but there is in fact a popular role-playing game (RPG) 
indigenous to Washington State known as Shadow Run. The X-Files were also filmed 
here and there is nothing funny about this. Art imitates life and for whatever reason, in 
the cosmic scheme of things, the other Washington has come to be not only a dark 
parallel of the nation�s capitol, but also the world center of paranormal activity. 
Washington State is officially known as �Absolute Ground Zero.�  

How in the did Washington State become headquarters for the Grand Wizard of the KKK 
if the Ku Klux Klan was formed thousands of miles away in the southern state of 
Tennessee? The State of Washington is also known as the Ring of Fire. And you question 
whether the Civil War and Nazi threat really ended? Some of Washington�s suburbs as 
well as politics now resemble East Germany before the fall of the Berlin Wall. Throw 
in Washington State as being the High Technology Capital of Earth and the fact that it is 
a test-bed for groundbreaking surveillance and law enforcement technologies and you 
have George Orwell�s �1984� in 2002 beginning this quarter. This is no joke and no 
theory. The Seattle Mariners� winning streak may give the impression that sun, fun, 
warmth and laughter abound, but ye do not be fooled by the willow wisp of the mirage. 
Three quarters of the year our world is battle ship gray and rain-hail-sleet-storm-
black. 

It has been said in theological context that the elusive devil would eventually set his last 
campaign to the world through music, so for the purpose of our illustrating our notion we 
will assume the devil is a real entity. Assuming evil exists, our goal is to send our top 
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agents who have experienced first hand some of the deepest known sectors of the 
dark side, through space-time to meet and do battle head on with the �devil�s� 
massive and asymmetric army in cyberspace and beyond.  

We know from actual experience that Al Qaeda youth sympathizers and other anti-
American, militant, domestic youth and foreign militant nationalities listen to and are 
driven by what they believe to be extremely lyrical, rebellious and subversive music by 
America�s own seemingly counterculture.  

  

  

Continental Army 2002 � A New Generation�A New Kind of War � 

  

In a Dark Sector Unfortunately �Scouted� Previously, AONN Leads the Way 

  

It is known within the Agency�s Directorate of Science and Technology as it is indicated 
in the paragraph under the heading �Future Challenges� in Rick Yannuzzi�s article 
(Copyright 2000 The Joint Military Intelligence College; ISSN 1061-6845) located at 
http://www.cia.gov/cia/publications/inqtel/ that parent entities no longer possess the 
dynamic traits of their offspring. 

  

The Network is capable of penetrating the most dangerous sectors and hostile 
environments on Earth. AONN DSI clearly created and operates a beyond incredible 
system, which fuses IT with cloak and dagger defense security intelligence methods and 
sources. AONN DSI is receiving hands down applause for its extraordinary and earth-
shattering breakthroughs. AONN DSI is mobilized to advocate your institution as it 
possesses the agility, speed, and most sought after element of sacred fire, which fights all 
fires. 

  

Links to relevant articles: 

  

http://www.govexec.com/features/0102/0102edit.htm 
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http://www.usc.edu/schools/sppd/careers/newsletter/october_2001/federal_jobs.p
df 

  

  

ADDRESSES:   
AONN U.S. Defense Security Intelligence Network     
2625 Colby Avenue Complex                                                                                          
Mail stop - Building/Suite 3-158                                                                                                   
Everett, Washington 98201-2971 

  
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:  
Public Affairs -- U.S. Policy Support 
AONN Human Resources                                                                                           

Defense Programs Finance & Staffing Division 

  
  
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:  
  

(206) 666-8078 (Main U.S. West Coast secure lasermail extension)                                           
24-hour messaging assistance 
URL http:// www. Aonn. gov 

  

  

"Imagine a uniquely designed information security agency operating in the Pacific Northwest 
while providing D.C. policymakers on the opposite coast with timely and accurate geopolitical 

analyses, projections, and intelligence reports. The agency's perfect media track record in the 
proprietary sector, clandestine nature, practice of hiring computer security experts, and ingenious 

posture, make it the ideal player in this particular line of 21st Century global business.�  
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-Jessica Daniels/AONN U.S. National Defense Security Intelligence Service (DSI) 

Public Affairs 1st Quarter 2002 

  
Sincerely & with the Highest Respect, 
  
  
  
AONN DSI Public Affairs 
http://www.aonn.gov  
  
  
  
   

  
The AONN U.S. Defense Security Intelligence Network national security program is an 
advanced modular platform created by �new math� defense analysts and can be used to 
both secure and fulfill any conceivable requirement. Project EPIC REPUBLIC/ EPIC 
NATIONS being the most favorable and logical U.S. defense strategy deployed in 
response to necessity can be accepted without red tape discussion written or oral. This 
quantum project was designed in accordance with FAR 15.414 such that Standard Form 
33 may be authenticated and transmitted to any department, component, agency or 
service creating a binding agreement. 

Quite different from traditional and often laborious methods of national defense, the 
AONN beyond state-of-the-art approach streamlines vast government information 
systems and allows for end product to be delivered in a mere fraction of the normal 
continuum of space-time. 

Clearly, Project EPIC REPUBLIC/ EPIC NATIONS unifies all U.S. defense-security-
intelligence networks and thereby creates a never before achieved join-military/ civilian 
national strategy. 

  

�Our paradigm is the true security of the United States as it is our generation that has been left 
with the keys.�  

 
AONN Union Alliance Collective Security-Redemption Agreement 2003/  

Project: EPIC REPUBLIC/ EPIC NATIONS 
 

Innovations In American Government 2002 Harvard University John F. Kennedy School of 
Government 

 
For a comprehensive review of Project EPIC REPUBLIC/ EPIC NATIONS, please refer to the 
AONN Executive Summary. 
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Dear Agency, 

  

...Here is the official plan in its finished format...we now have official corporate vouchers, so it is prudent that this material be 
disseminated in a secure fashion... 

 
 From: XXXXXX 

 "#1 PC Security Group McAfee Corporation Enters Into New Powerful 
Relationship w/AONN" 
   

   Access One Network Northwest/AONN  
  
AONN Transcript of Portfolio 

  

AONN partners with the #1 personal computer security company in the United States, which accounted for $834 
million in FY 2001 revenues: 

  

AONN/Access One Network Northwest has for its portfolio: 

 

   Worldwide distribution of compact discs and other products available in brick and mortar retail outlets  

     Certified platinum artists signed to the multimedia group  

     Creation of a platform to support major multimedia productions  

     A music and digital television network on which Former President Bill Clinton appeared while in Seattle;    
This network is moving to satellite broadcast to be available in roughly 130 countries  

     A high powered and specialized legal team  

     A full-on IT division capable of providing any conceivable product or service in the world of computer 
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and Information Technologies  

     An emerging and expensive clothing line with product now available  

     An impressive U.S. Defense platform for security reformation  

.   Over 100 companies in the network  

 A high profile, interview published by famous author and former Hollywood Foreign Film Press 
President/Golden Globe Awards administrator, Marianne Ruuth; Ms. Ruuth is recognized as having 
authored the biographies of Oprah Winfrey and Bill Cosby, as well as the biographies of many other 
celebrities and dignitaries world renown. 

.   Sponsorship by major U.S. corporations and involvement in respective corporate campaigns 

  

 

 

Excerpt from NAI portfolio: 

  

�NAI Labs 
All Network Associates products are supported by the NAI Labs advanced research division. NAI Labs has an international 
reputation for excellence as a premiere advanced research organization, gained through cutting edge research into emerging, 
complex computer and network security issues. NAI Labs is comprised of more than 100 dedicated scientific and academic 
professionals in four locations in the Unites States, and is entirely funded by government agencies such 
as: the Department of Defense's (DoD) Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency 
(DARPA), the National Security Agency (NSA), and the United States Army. NAI Labs 
is one of the leading recipients of DARPA contract awards in the area of information 
security. Government contract obligations enhance the requirement for technology transfer at NAI Labs, which feeds the 
results of its research into the product development process to further supplement mainstream network security solutions made 
available to the private sector.  
 
Currently, NAI Labs is conducting research in the areas of network security, cryptographic 
technologies, security architecture, methodology, engineering, infrastructure, secure execution 
environments, adaptive network defense, distributed systems security, information assurance 
science and engineering, as well as internal research and development.� 

Network Associates/ McAfee Rep. and Account Manager, Laura Poynor: 
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>Subject: RE: Received 

>Date: Mon, 4 Feb 2002 17:39:24 0600 
  
Hi Robert, 

  

�We have a tremendous Executive Team in place with a lot of Channel experience, and 

we are focused on our partnerships. It sounds like we will work well 

together, and I look forward to the partnership. 

  

Please let me know what time would be best for you in February, morning 

would be best if possible.� �Best Regards 

  

  

  

McAfee is considered to be the #1 domestic antivirus software developer in the world. Please note that our executive 
summary and business plan are extraordinary. Our software project and related proposal have been recognized by a 
computer industry leader, and to begin, an endeavor of this magnitude is estimated to be worth tens of millions of 
dollars. We emphasize that the intial revenues generated are only the first in a beginning series of snowball-effect 
rounds of funding and sales. We look forward to a positive response from XXXXXX as we have done our homework. 
Thank you.  

>From: "Klein, Dyana" Chief of Executive Marketing (McAfee Corp.) 
>To: "XXXXXX"  
>CC: "XXXXXX"  
>Subject: Response to Proposal.  
>Date: Tue, 11 Dec 2001 16:10:01 0800  
>MIMEVersion: 1.0  
>Received: from [216.210.232.5] by hotmail.com (3.2) with ESMTP id 
MHotMailBDDFEA89004940043257D8D2E80505800; Tue, 11 Dec 2001 16:06:34 0800  
>Hi there!  
>  
>This is just an informational email to make you aware that I am discussing a potential opportunity with 
Robert Taylor of AONN, as a result of McAfee.com's relationship with MP3.com. McAfee.com recently did a 
promotion with MP3.com wherein we licensed music for a special offer we created for those who 
purchased our product. I developed that relationship and manage the program. The response was 
excellent, such that we are continuing the relationship. AONN owned one or more of those licensed songs. 
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I didn't actually hear the material myself, but I do know that enough people were intrigued with 
the offer enough to purchase our product. As a result of this relationship, I am now looking into the 
proposal sent to me by Mr. Taylor.  
>Thanks very much,  
>  
>Dyana Klein  
>McAfee.com  
 
 
 
 
AONN News and Financial Upate for Tuesday January 8, 2002 
 
In the third week of December 2001, Access One Network Northwest IT conglomerate/ multimedia division AONN 
Records had received a first suggested preliminary offer of $6 million at 10% investor ownership. Based on the 
rendered model, such contract would equate to roughly 90% government ownership in addition to the hypothetical 
10% to total 100% government and publicly controlled interests in the company. Clearly, that was only the beginning 
of round-2 finance for the company as AONN Records proceeded to resume negotiations starting second week 
January 2002. Analysts have indicated that total acquisition is estimated to be worth several billion dollars. 
  

  

  

To All Eligible Agencies and Concerns: 

  

"We will raise $50 million from either the private or military/defense sector if your entity can match that amount of capital for a total of $100 
million, and naturally, DSI Service will agree to and be more than willing to share in the allocation of funds. We work actively with paid 
attorneys and a specialized legal team, which consists of licensing agents to officially secure any conceivable contract. Further, DSI/N has 
already paid for 1 full-year of AT&T Broadband television advertising." 

The Network is a highly connected and very influential Northwest multimedia conglomerate, which serves as a counterintelligence multi-
platform.  DSI/N has connected to every conceivable U.S. defense/ intelligence organization on Earth and in space. 

 
 

 

Press Releases w/Advanced Profiles of AONN 

 RE:  AONN Records--4th Quarter 2001 
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(Addressed to XXXXXX Regarding Upcoming Contest) 

To Whom It May Concern: 

  

Please read the final draft and updated cover letter with all its added components.  Thank you.  

35,000 Projekt N12 singles paid for and coming from corporate powerhouse Kenwood USA 
  
My understanding is that your agency is in the business of brokering deals.  The AONN Records story is 
epic and as such, the company should showcase to the A&R world the best in unsigned talent. AONN 
Records roster has already accomplished more than other independents on the verge of achieving 
worldwide, major label status, unheard of and record breaking feats and has done so all without an 
AONN Records website � other than the space that The Network rents from mp3.com.  AONN Records 
maintains over 100 elite artists including some gold and platinum who have in the wake of Seattle 
grunge, adamantly signed to the megalithic Northwest roster.  AONN Records took over numerous West 
Coast management collectives, has been thrifty with use of resources and is almost a multi-billion dollar 
operation with zero debt.  AONN is almost its own major label. Can you imagine such an operation? The 
shrewd and diabolical business savvy backed up by information soldiers mixed with every conceivable 
musical genre taking a political stance such that adult contemporary/r&b and rock gel along with 
electronica in the high-technology capital of planet earth--Washington State.  AONN Records both 
respects and pays homage to its controversial however successful and pioneering more than half-billion-
dollar making California neighbors whose footsteps the label humbly followed in... 
  
Kenwood USA has gotten behind AONN Records and paid for 35,000 CD singles from AONN�s November 12 
Projekt.  In the contract that AONN Records signed for this, the singles are guaranteed to move through Kenwood 
distribution channels -- guaranteed.  Everything has been taken out of our hands.  The CD has been paid for, is 
certifiable and verifiable.  Since it is Kenwood behind the release and a super advertisement, every single is 
considered already moved.  The singles are promotional being coupled with the sell of stereos, which is a unique 
and incredibly powerful marketing plan. 
 
AONN Records knows that when the majors launch 10 titles, typically 1 of the 10 is successful, consequently 
paying for the 9 that were not.  Of the titles that are test marketed, even the major labels do not press as many 
as 35,000 pieces.  35,000 CD's is impressive and again, these units are to be considered moved.  They need not 
sell since Kenwood is moving them, if you will.  The operative idea here is that a major label should be able to 
instantly take notice and acknowledge that Kenwood has gotten behind AONN Records for an impressive 35,000 
interactive CD-ROM singles to include ID3 tags with hyperlinks to a booming mp3.com page.  That is clearly state-
of-the-art and quite a substantial investment.   
 
It seems like it's 1989 all over again.  The feel is early urban, plus 80's dance/pop/rock.  Our portfolio is 
phenomenal with gold and platinum artists signed to our round-1 financed company.  The single song from our 
nationally to internationally distributed "AONN Records Presents:  The November 12 Projekt" is BDS registered 
and has been playing on radio stations from Washington and Montana to Japan Remarkably and what could also
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and has been playing on radio stations from Washington and Montana to Japan.  Remarkably and what could also 
be considered unprecedented are 5 versions of the song including a Montreal Quebec Remix.  AONN has released 
a second CD XXXXXX.  Both CD's are already being made available for XXXXXX so for stores, fans, and labels, we 
have taken all the official and necessary steps to make obtaining our product anywhere in the world, 24-hours a 
day, 365 days a year, in any quantity, a 21st Century, major record company level, automated, and ultimately 
seamless-click-of-a-button process.  These systems and connections are not all available to just anyone 
especially artists at mp3.  These established sources, methods, channels, systems and connections have cost our 
business considerable investments in terms of capital, time, and a tremendous 13 year long effort.  We have 
fought to land a position beyond the minor circuit to the major circuit, and earned our rank as a cut above the 
rest.  Also, Miller Genuine Draft/J. Walter Thompson contacted us through a licensing agent indicating their desire 
to use the November 12 Projekt single and cashed out AONN Records for a 30 day international television, radio, 
and internet campaign.  Next, AONN received notification from the licensing community, which stated that AONN 
Records had proved itself worthy to the professional music licensing community as a whole.  In addition, AONN 
Records has won so many other contests and as a product of such, is presently working with both legends and 
the newest brightest stars.  If you wish to broker a multi-million dollar, multi-year, multi-album/video/movie deal, 
we do have a well-paid and reputable attorney XXXXXX, who has represented such artists XXXXXX.  XXXXXX and I 
have periodically looked at options for acquisition for close to a year now and it seems that every conceivable 
facet of business is in order.  We already have the attention of some major label A&R representatives who are 
familiar with our ascent and who are closely monitoring our company's progress to determine whether we are 
meeting our declared goals and quotas, which obviously we just did.  AONN needed the corporate sponsored 
backing for 35,000 units and I believe that pushed our status over the threshold.  In the Northwest and other 
parts of the country as well as world in general, we are already considered to be celebrities.  Please also keep in 
mind, that some of our recently signed artists have had hit records, therefore those particular artists were 
obviously celebrities before joining our roster.  Our portfolio is exceptional for a company moving into round-2 
finance.  This could be a really big thing for XXXXXX or whoever else and worth a lot of money.  There isn't any 
other Washington State record company with the same amount of clout, save for XXXXXX and although we at 
AONN Records highly respect the company, it only caters to rock oriented genres.  Ironically, our November 
12 Projekt was nominated by S.A.M.I.E. (Seattle Area Musical Innovation and Excellence award council) for Best 
Multi-genres Album of the Year and was listed next to other nominees such as famous groups XXXXXX and 
XXXXXX that were listed in other categories.  
  
  

  
  
 

 

AONN Catalog-Groundbreaking-Quick-3-Page Synopsis  

 
Page1= AONN Presents New Album #2 
Page 2/3= MTV/BET Video Shoot + Concert, Tour, Books, 
Movies, Major Label Certification, Top Investors, Political 
Campaign Highlights and More! 
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AONN has secured major-channel distribution via 
unprecedented multiple sources such as XXXXXX, XXXXXX, 
XXXXXX and XXXXXX with the latter for XXXXXX. 
. During the last week of October, AONN will be recording 
a video in Vancouver British Columbia, Canada for 
MTV/BET and will be subsequently exposed to millions of 
new fans virtually overnight. 
 
 

Brief Easy To Read Company Profile 
In the past 6 months, AONN Records has appeared in 
countless advertisements and major media publications. 
The label has been round 1-financed, is now in round-2, 
works with platinum and gold musical artists, and will 
release Operation Northwest Nationwide in less than 30 
days. Essentially, AONN Records took over major 
operations for a number of West Coast artist management 
collectives, labels, media agencies and publishing firms. 
Network operations for the aforementioned entities have 
been consolidated and moved to the Northwest High-
Technology Corridor Region as the multimedia economy 
has shifted with Washington (State) as the industry focus 
and new global hub.  
 

AONN is in production phase for new national to 
international satellite broadcast television music videos 
XXX  
 

Miller Genuine Draft J. Walter Thompson ad agency paid 
for licensing to use a single from the AONN Records 
Presents: The November 12 Projekt for a 30 day 
MGD.com, international television, radio, and internet 
campaign. Consequently, AONN Records was exposed to 
20 U.S. markets, in effect, blanketing the entire United 
States, Canada, Puerto Rico, and other foreign territories.
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States, Canada, Puerto Rico, and other foreign territories. 
Presently, AONN Records has songs playing on radio 
stations in countries as far away as Japan.  

And Kenwood in partnership with mp3.com is manufactured to 

distribute 35,000 CD-ROM's, which were made available to 

Kenwood Stereo, Car Audio, and portable electronics buyers 

throughout the world. XXXXXX 

XXXXXX 

 

Thus, AONN has achieved international radio play, 
reaching an increased fan-base of millions. 
AONN recently signed XXXXXX and Canadian XXXXXX 

Cheers, 
Jessica Daniels/ Public Relations 
AONN Records/Access One Network Northwest 

 

  

>From XXXXXX.  

>  

>peace-  

>   

>XXXXXX 

>XXXXXX, Inc.  

>  

>-----Original Message-----  

>From: XXXXXX  
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>Sent: Monday, October 15, 2001 10:49 AM  

>To: XXXXXX 

>Subject: Fwd: Only 4 Weeks Left To Submit Music  

>  

>  

>...I believe the package I sent (from AONN Records) should have already been  

>received by your agency...  

>  

>Regards,  

>  

>RTIII  

"From the creators of the nationally distributed 'AONN Records Presents: The November 12 Projekt' featuring 39 
Washington State Original Artists available at brick and mortar retail record stores! Also, available at XXXXXX 
XXXXXX XXXXXX XXXXXX XXXXXX XXXXXX XXXXXX and XXXXXXDigital Television/On-Demand 
Audio, Video, and Live Internet Radio! XXXXXX 

NewsFlash!...FREE MUSIC XXXXXX AONN Records Promotes PRO football players who have a NEW CD 
featuring XXX...  

This message is sent in compliance with the new email bill  

section 301. Under Bill S.1618 TITLE III passed by the 105th US  

Congress, this message cannot be considered SPAM as long as we  

include the way to be removed, Paragraph (a)(c) of S.1618,  

further transmissions to you by the sender of this email may be  

stopped at no cost to you by sending a " Reply" email with  

" remove" typed into the subject line. We really will remove you  

immediately.  
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The information transmitted is intended only for the person  

or entity to which it is addressed and may contain confidential  

and/or privileged material. If you are not the intended  

recipient of this message you are hereby notified that any use,  

review, retransmission, dissemination, distribution, reproduction  

or any action taken in reliance upon this message is prohibited.  

If you received this in error, please contact the sender and  

delete the material from any computer. Any views expressed  

in this message are those of the individual sender and may  

not necessarily reflect the views of the agency.  

COPYRIGHT  

* It is a violation of copyright to redistribute this email.  

* Written permission must be obtained before citing AONN Systems (Access One Network Northwest)  

in any non-agency material.  

  

Confidential AONN Executive Summary (Financial) 
  

Confidential Information - 

  

The following data represent an account summary for the multimedia firm, AONN Records (Access One 
Network Northwest). 

  

Subject: AONN International Distribution of the N12 Projekt w/ National Interview  

>Date: Thu, 22 Feb 2001 19:30:38 -0800 
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"The November 12 Projekt comes from the labs of Access One Network Northwest, an entertainment 
conglomerate..." -Jordan Kellog of Manhunt.com

Financial Data Set: 

Cash Plan 
Working Capital 
Financing Transactions 
Federal Funding 
Cash Management 
Minimum Funding Needs 
Operating Assistance for� 
Basic Capital 
Key Policy Decisions 

  

(Partially Revealed Formula) How $300,000 Can Return $30 Million In 6 Months 

...In the Hands of Information Professionals Who Possesses Special Connections and Abilities 

  

These Figures Begin the Expenditures Breakdown for an Advanced National Album Release Support 

Staff 

50 thousand units @ approximately $50,000 w/tax = $69,000.  Take into account the possibility that this 
figure may be substantially lower (perhaps 50% lower) since the label has access to premium accounts. 

  

Project release fee = $10,000 

  

Monthly support staff release fee = $5,000 x 6 months = $30,000 

  

Escrow (security deposit) = $100,000 
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Legal fee = $100 per hour (Specific to time of closure) 

  

Airfare (Standard International Major Label Artist Accommodation) - 

Hotel 

Ground transport 

Advertising:  Magazine/Newspaper/Radio x2/Television for 1 year = $40,000 

  

Sub-Total not including legal fees = $249,000. 

  

$16.99 (approximate average retail price of each CD LP) x 50,000 units = $849,000. 

  

The $849,000 above only expresses revenue generated by the sale of CD's and does not include other 
formats.  The sell of other formats and other projects sold simultaneously along with the November 12 
Projekt will each account for several million dollars in funds. 

Monies from a myriad of related products; each product with several different 
formats 

How many combinations? Let’s do the math...each combination spawns a new product line 

worth over $1 million 

The important thing to remember is artists will have CD's, cassettes, vinyl records, DVD's, and such, 
selling simultaneously.  At the same time, any given artist will be selling several different projects.  
So, to emphasize, for each major release, an artist will have 

multiple formats 

also various kinds of projects e.g. LP, EP, maxi-single, single   ...in multiple formats 

merchandise 
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touring, interviews, sponsorship, merchandise, etc. 

The Amount of Money Made and Revealed is the Price of National/International 

Distribution 

Every 10,000 units sold of any project for any format equates to approximately  $169,000 less the 
industry standard distribution fee of 35%.  The average artist on our level with national (domestic) 
distribution sells approximately 250,000 units (debut), which equals an estimated $4,247,500.   

Again, this is extraordinary because it does not include revenue generated from the sale of 
merchandise and other related products and services.  

  

       A. Formula: 60,000 CD's sold at $19.99 each = Approximately  
       $1,119,400 (See  

       Confidential Executive Business Summary) ...One only need sell roughly 60,000 units to bring      
back over $1 million 

+ 
       B. Other formats  
       sold such that 60,000 cassettes = $1Million ,  

       vinyl records $1Million ,  

       DVD $1Million ...other formats...$1 Million for every 60,000 sold 

Now, remember that was all from just one artist�s individual album/project release... 

Now, imagine that that artist is doing the same with another release at the same time as 
the first release...in other words, the artist releases a number of albums/projects 

simultaneously 

Now, how many artists do we have doing this? See the math? Only in this industry and 
only a chosen few that have the much coveted and advanced secret formula...which 

typically takes 10 years to deduce 

       C. Shows (major venues live performances/Major Tours) = $2.5 Million  
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       D. Merchandising, which includes but is not limited to T-Shirts,  

 
       clothing/garments, videos DVD/(VHS), etc. Imagine being able to go back in  
       time  

 
       to 1989 before the California Hip-Hop music explosion, to  find the greats, before they became  
famous. Now, imagine discovering  
       these  

 
       multi-platinum selling legends and then signing contracts with them  
       before  

 
       the major record labels got to them. Collectively, they have a total net  

 
       worth of over $1 Billion--easily. Most of the above-mentioned artists have  

 
       appeared in award winning videos and box office hit movies. It's 1989 all  

 
       over again, but in Washington, not California. We own rights to the  
       world's  

 
       next greatest talent and have the largest A&R roster in the 5-State-Plus-1  

 
       Area: Washington, Oregon, Idaho, Montana, Northern California, and  
       British  

 
       Columbia Canada.  

Again, Formula Emphasis 

Multiple-Projects-Formats-Selling-Simultaneously/Multiple Artists 

       E. Using the estimates from above, each artist can have  
       multiple  
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       projects/releases for sale on the market simultaneously,  
       generating  

       $1Million for every 60,000 units sold for every format  
       available. Formats  

       also include the newest and most advanced mediums of  
       music available  

       regardless of how obscure. Example: Mini-disc  

       F. We also  
       offer advanced high-technology products and services as well as  

       common  
       goods products and services via a secure international website/dot-com/webhosting division. 

       So far, that�s $1 Billion, light-years beyond the goal of $30 Million from 
$300,000...there�s more... 

       We provide 24-hour on-site computer security, maintenance and repair. The latter isn't really 
offered  
       by  

 
       other companies anywhere. The rate for 24-hour tech support begins at $50  

 
       per hour. A tech support employee working 4 hours at $50 an hour = $200*6  
       =  

 
       $1,200*4 

        

       $1,200*4 = $4,800*11.5 = $55,200*100 employees per region =$5,520,000.  

That�s nearly $6 Million added to the pot for 1 year of computer tech support 

There�s more... 

       We have not included revenues generated by the sale of hardware components,  
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       tutoring, or consulting. Furthermore, we have not included the sale of  

 
       advertising.  

       G. As for the sale of musical products and managerial  
       services,  

       AONN Records/Access One Network Northwest works with ALL Quality  
       genres of music.  

       AONN Records markets semi-national to international  
       artists in the genres  

       and sub-genres of Adult Contemporary, Blues, Jazz,  
       Classical, Rock, Pop,  

       Cover, Alternative, Folk, Dance, 
       Country and Top 40/DJ.  

       We currently work with artists who have reached  
       both gold and multi-platinum  

       selling status. Example:  Sponsor Reps agent working with unnamed (Grammy award winning 
producer of the year-produced hits by XXX XXX, XXX XXX, and XXX XXX) latest discovery, XXX XXX as 
well as many others. So, unlike most record labels  
       that specialize in a few  

       genres of music, we, like Sony Music, work with all of them. For  

       the record, we are also MP3.com Business Affiliates and  
       ASCAP (American Society of  

       Composers Authors and Publishers)  
       Members/Publishers. AONN will have top  

       artists in the various genres selling  
       multiple projects simultaneously with  

       each project generating millions of  
       dollars. We will be able to create such  

       a substantial amount of capital,  
       largely due to the fact that [TRADESECRET] we arrange top artists  
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       appearing on our feature compilation  
       albums, in a certain formulaic fashion.  

       [TRADESECRET] "Powerful, oftentimes, "high  
       energy" music is also arranged in a particular  

       formulaic manner. We do not  
       prefer to use the term "band" in any of our literature,  

       for, as we refer to musicians as artists. We do nothing on the minor "circuit" and  

       work only with major  
       labels.  

Examples of Megamillion Dollar Operations that Offered Less 

       H. XXX XXX.com (the �X� convention does not mean pornography) an ice cream and movie 
home/business delivery  
       e-business,  

       initially raised roughly $2X.X Million in Venture Capital; X (number of) youth/ young adults from XXX, 
XXX who had a talent for selling CD's regionally, were given a history-making $X0 Million by XXX XXX 
to sign with the label and subsequently release rap albums.  That particular group has gone on to 
become one of the top-selling groups of all time.   

Even if Mainstream isn't one's forte, it's a global multi-billion dollar industry and it 
ought to be bought in to. 

It's been said that one of the more notable mainstream California artists, alone, has 
a personal net worth of well over $200 Million.  

If people who began this business with very little resources were successful, we 
who began with a little more information and resources, can be even more 

successful.  

       I. Demographics: Since we are an IT/Multimedia/Arts & Entertainment/Conglomerate and 
government corporation with an index of products and services from A-Z, we are capable of 
meeting any conceivable demographic segment.  

       We target a  
       multi-racial population comprised of children, adults and  

       seniors equally  
f l d l ld id W id i
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       female and male, worldwide. We provide a very unique,  

       Universal System that  
       allows us to market any known product or service.  

  

       We project that we will  
       earn US $30 Million in the first year, US $50 Million  

       in the second year, and are seeking approximately $100 Million in funds for this phase of the 
operation. Note: The  
       aforementioned projections are low estimates.  

  

  

  

IPO WITHIN 3 MONTHS 

       Corporate Info 

       Dun &  
       Bradstreet D-U-N-S Number: XX-XXX-XXXX  

  

       1. Hypothetical Partnership Scenarios to Involve Corporate America � Consider that in addition to 
AONN Records, a new corporation will be set up. The  
       fund raiser will not be held  

       personally liable for any debts incurred by  
       the corporation.  

       2. Stock will be issued in the corporation. The fund raiser  
       can maintain an  

       equal interest (50 percent) in the  
       corporations stock.  

       3. Four-fifths of the investors' financial contribution  
       to the corporation's  
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       stock will be treated as a loan. Technically, the fund  
       raiser will not have  

       to begin paying back the loan, plus interest (the  
       lowest interest rate  

       allowed by the state), until two calendar years from  
       the start of the  

       business have elapsed. It has been noted for the record that  
       returns to  

       investors could theoretically begin as soon as the first CD (unit) sells (roughly 3 weeks after payment 
for manufacturing), however, it generally takes approximately 6-8 months to receive first substantial 
royalties.  

       4. The  
       remaining one-fifth of the investors' financial contribution will be  

 
       treated as equity in the corporation. Depending on the size of the  

 
       investment, the investor may be entitled to as little as 5 percent or as  

 
       much as 49 percent of the business. For a 49 percent interest, however,  
       the  

 
       investor should be contributing at least an eight-figure sum to the  

 
       corporation.  

       5. The fund raiser might be an officer of the  
       corporation.  

       6. The investor  
       may be invited to join the board of directors of the  

       corporation.  

       7. The  
       investor might have the right to view the corporation's financial  
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       records  
       during normal working hours so long as the investor is granted access by national security officials.  

  

  

How About a Tour & Vacation to the Pacific Ocean...Then, Another Tour for Your 
Country... 

       Work with a major West Coast record company/ major West Coast multimedia company? Need  
       some fun and excitement in your  

       life and something a little upscale for a  
       change? You currently have the  

       opportunity. Arts &  
       Entertainment/ Information Technologies/ Multimedia  

       Experience/ Government & Politics may be just  
       what you need to come up in the world.  

  

  

       AONN has been featured  
       in major Washington State newspapers  

       Approximately 19 times in the past 10  
       months.  

  

  

       Artists on the AONN Records roster have had  
       an unprecedented amount of internet "hits"  

       ranking highest on online  
       charts in the Pacific Northwest as well as on the main West Coast and national to international charts. 
AONN offers legal  

       referral through our Arts &  
E i f h h k d
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       Entertainment attorneys, some of whom have worked  

       with such groups as  
       XXX. The AONN Records extensive A&R caters to all quality genres  

       of music as The Network 
       manages numerous paid live performance nights at several high  

       profile,  
       XXX XXX, premier clubs, casinos, and establishments. In fact, AONN Records A&R is comprised of 
groups  

       that were selected for the XXX XXX.  AONN artists are in the line-up for other events at major 
venues, new  

       video  
       shoots, and major record releases.  

  

More Bite of XXX Coverage � Friday XXX, XXX, AONN Records successfully placed (selected from 
among approximately 150 groups) XXX (XXX XXX XXX  

       XXX 
       XXX/XXX XXX), a hit XXX music group, to perform on the XXX stage. This was a world class event, 
therefore AONN Records 

       received 
       national to international media coverage. AONN Records operates an  

       extremely  
       reputable business entity that has publicly been in existence for well over  

       six years both with and without the public�s knowledge of the company�s connection to the 
intelligence community. 

       The Network created what came  
       to be known as the "Dot-com  

       Federation." Leading-edge college,  
       university level staff, and both  

       government and private sector scientists  
       are the catalysts behind this  
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       program. There was an overwhelming response  
       by interested corporate industry parties to the  

       posted worldwide web advertised AONN Recruitment Campaign. Moreover, it�s fair to say that the  
AONN Records 
       business plan had attracted  

       a tremendous amount of attention. 

  

       Participants are to receive personalized advertising for a  
       period of  

       one year via AT&T Digital Cable/Satellite Television, print, and other media.  
       Participants  

       meeting certain criteria, will gain access to a wide range of  
       technology,  

       highly skilled personnel and other high level resources to  
       include  

       television and many VIP, behind the scenes opportunities.  

  

  

       XXX XXX, a XXX artist who appears on the AONN Records Presents:  The November 12 Projekt was 
XXX showcased XXX 

       on XXX 
       (BDS credited) prior to national radio pickup as a result of AONN agency negotiations,  and other 
artists appear on XXX XXX 
       XXX XXX/XXX XXX, which features famous Hollywood and industry celebrities every week. XXX is  

       sponsored by  
       major records labels, regional businesses, and now, international corporations. 

        

  

Subsequent to  
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       account verification, manufacturing takes approximately 3  

 
       weeks before product can be shipped to stores. These types of investments have 
exponential returns because The Network is 

 
       dealing with popular/mainstream music, extremely complex, high level 
technologies, and high-budget, full-feature movies. 

  

      Personnel can be  

 
       reached between the hours of 9 am to 5 pm (XXX) at either of the  
       following  

 
       XXX XXX extensions: (XXX) XXX-XXXX or Fax (XXX) XXX-XXXX XXXX;  

 
       24-hour info. (tech) (XXX); 

        

  

       Thank you.  

  

  

       Respectfully Yours,  
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       CIO Robert L. Taylor III/ IT Analyst 

        AONN/Access One Network Northwest  

  

DSI/N is a relatively new agency in the midst of groundbreaking, international business achievement, 
highly notable political campaign activities, beyond quantum advanced electronic/IT (Information 
Technologies), human behavior, computer, scientific and monumental social discoveries. 

  

  

  

Defense Strategic Overview/Abstract of Multilateral DSI 

 

AONN U.S. Defense Security Intelligence Network  

is an Equal Opportunity Employer (EOE) 

  

Intelligence Operation EPIC REPUBLIC/ EPIC NATIONS:  

(Subject) Information/Cyber Warfare Joint-Counterstrike Force  

(Operation/Project Code name) �EPIC REPUBLIC/ EPIC NATIONS� 

(Official Project Title) �Union Alliance Collective Security-Redemption Agreement 2002/2003� 

(Degree of Interoperability/Scale) Multi-Agency 

(Brief/Synopsis) The creation of a new government agency/ special federal independent service (SFIS)/ private sector 
intelligence network governed ultimately by Congress as authorized by Public Law and United States Code (U.S.C.). A new 
U.S. national intelligence organization of this type will be shared equally by both civilian specialists and DOD/ 
Department of Defense military personnel. The preceding shall be in accordance with DoD Directive 1400.35, "Defense 
Civilian Intelligence Personnel System (DCIPS)", 03/19/1999, which is responsible for the establishment of the Defense Civilian 
Intelligence Board (DCIB). Information accrued by the proposed agency is strictly disseminated among eligible Federal, 
Independent, City, State, and Local networks as well as specified foreign government alliances. 
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Location:  Puget Sound Region/ Washington State/ Pacific Coastal Zone/ Pacific Rim Theater-Global 

Security Level:  Special Access Restricted 

  

The following contains a brief technical abstract  

of the special access project and a discussion of  

anticipated benefits and civilian/military  

applications.  Note:  No proprietary or  

classified information is contained herein,  

however the underlying nature of this program is  

of the highest classification on many levels. 

  

Brief:  (From Page 3) Identification and  

Significance of the Problem- 

Current logistics findings  

indicate that the United States Critical Information Infrastructure in the next 5  

years lacks reasonable survivability without the advent of a  

civilian and military combined effort to counter  

information/cyber warfare aimed at North  

America.  The sale of AONN products and services, emphasizing the sale of urban audio entertainment products, in other 
words, CDs and other associated multi-genres releases, as well as gathered intelligence will help to finance the 
Information/Cyber warfare Joint-Counterstrike  

Force.  Hereinafter, the aforementioned center/ complex/ facility and related multi-agency shall be referred to in acronym form 
as ICW/JCF.  The codename for such is (1) THE MONASTERY 

  

Subject (Reiteration):  Create a new, national, consolidated, intelligence architecture. This new government multi-
agency/private sector intelligence echelon is in accordance with and governed ultimately by Congress  
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as authorized by Public Law and United States Code (U.S.C.).  A  

special independent agency of this type will be shared equally  

by both civilian specialists and DOD/Department of  

Defense military personnel.  The preceding shall be in accordance with DoD Directive 1400.35, "Defense Civilian Intelligence 
Personnel System (DCIPS)", 03/19/1999, which is responsible for the establishment of the Defense Civilian Intelligence Board 
(DCIB).  Information obtained by the proposed agency is strictly disseminated among eligible Federal, Independent, City, 
State, and Local networks as well as specified foreign government alliances. 

  

Purpose:  To identify rapidly emerging 

methodologies of 

information/cyber warfare targeting the United 

States and its allies as related to 

national/international security, and subsequently 

implement countermeasures.  Interpret and define 

so-called "gray-areas" (example computer laws) while enforcing international 

law.  This program will create liaison between 

civilian and non-civilian intelligence community 

members and allow for the instantaneous exchange of 

ever increasing cyber-warfare data in the 

private, commercial, and government sectors, thus 

strengthening U.S. security infrastructure.  Furthermore, said liaison will increase 

HUMINT productivity in such areas as Urban Intelligence. 

  

  

Job Requirements:  A minimum of 4 years  

military experience, university graduate-level  
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computer science w/mathematics and natural/physical sciences  

emphases, or equivalent; a 3.5 GPA and   

graduate-level English proficiency (excellent  

analytical, written, and oral communication skills are  

necessary.  Relevant overseas travel and foreign  

language capability are desired, but are not  

required.  U.S. citizenship is required, as is  

successful completion of a medical evaluation,  

polygraph interview, and an extensive background  

investigation.  

  

This program offers the ultimate in commercialization features. U.S. domestic computer security is enhanced by approximately 
30% in effect, changing global flow and shifting current world paradigm 

Due to the nature and sensitivity issues of related information sources and methods as outlined, some data have been 
restricted.  Public sector applicability is contingent upon congressional legislation. 

  

Related Functions:  Counter-Intelligence (CI)/Counter-Terrorism (CT), Research and  

Development, Cooperative Training, Breakthrough  

Science & Technology Integration, Advanced  

Technology Finding, Discovery Navigation, and  

C4ISR (Command, Control, Communications, Computers, Intelligence, Surveillance, and Reconnaissance). 

  

  

  

Costs Breakdown:  1) Property [Facility/Complex] 2) Security Personnel 3) Legal Counsel 4) Lexicographers 5) Analysts 6) 
Computer Scientists 7) Official Council 8) Other 
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Copyrights-Patents-Technical Data Rights 

  

  

  

Notification of proposal receipt and information  

on proposal status-  

  

  

  

Signatures-(Corporate Official/Official of  

Research Institution)  

  

  

  

Signing parties certify that AONN Systems/Access  

One Network Northwest will exercise management  

direction and control of the performance of the  

Technology Transfer Award and that the research  

institution is a contractor-operated Federally funded  
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facility and development center.  Additionally,  

signing officials certify that (a) Facility is free  

from organizational conflicts of interest relative to  

program; (b) Privileged information has not been  

gained  through work performed for proposing  

agency or private access to agency personal in the  

proposal of this technology transfer proposal;  

and (c) Used outside peer review as appropriate,  

to evaluate the proposed project and its performance  

therein. 

  

In addition to the 7 Primary Functions as indicated, revenues are generated through management of: 

  

A) Publications to the extent of Declassified as well as Classified reports and analyses 

B) Highly Advanced Satellite Telecommunications Technologies 

C) Computer Information Security Software; Next Level Information Assurance Architecture 

D) Broad-Range Security Systems 

D) Advanced Defense Weapon Systems (i.e. Kinetic Weapons, both lethal and non-lethal, E) Special Operations 
[PsyOps], Threat Reduction Methodologies, etc.) 

F) Artificial Intelligence (AI) 

G) Nano-Technologies 

H) Bio-Medical Technologies 

I) Data Systems Streamlining 
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The 7 Primary AONN Systems Functions are: 

  

1.) National Security Consulting, Risk and Threat Assessment i.e. Information Security (InfoSec); 

2.) Science and Technology/Defense Advanced Research and Development (R&D); 

3.) Intelligence Studies i.e. Counter-Terrorism and Cryptologic Systems; 

4.) Japanese and Portuguese Foreign Business Language Interpretation and Analysis; 

5.) Criminal Investigative Services: Data Forensics (Recovery), Background Checks, Skip Tracing, and Political 
Liaison (All Branches of Government e.g. City, State, and Federal); 

6.) Domestic Multimedia Audio/Video Engineering, Production, Publishing, and Distribution; and 

7.) 24-hour Computer Technical Support Assistance, Consulting, Repair, and Emergency Response.  Note - 
Extended Service Contracts Available Upon Request. 

  

Government Wide Accounting Procedures:  AONN Defense Financial Systems are such that revenues from the 
sale of goods and services are accounted for in the same way that they are in AONN�s Multimedia Division.  
Business is conducted on a project-by-project basis.  The cost by which our outgoing technology and data is 
structured, depends upon many factors.  Typically an array of $10 million satellites for example, could easily resell 
for cost plus 35% more or whatever is deemed appropriate per sponsoring agency, industry, policy, or security 
protocol.  Therefore, AONN Systems is in a key position to manage an annual budget consisting of several billions 
of dollars.  

 

 
 
 
 
----- Original Message -----  
From: AONN DSI Public Affairs  
To: XXXXXX 
Sent: Tuesday, November 05, 2002 2:48 AM 
Subject: UW Cyber Defense Security Endowment 

 
  
  
Sent: Monday, September 23, 2002 9:20 PM 
Subject: AONN DSI University of Washington Cyber Security Foundation 

 
Re:  
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AONN DSI University of Washington Cyber Defense Security Foundation 

  
Dear University of Washington Foundation Staff, 
  
Our service has officially begun the process to create a foundation/ endowment 
fund with which both the university and DSI/N would operate an account for the purpose 
of cyber security and defense. DSI/N is a federal service so it is naturally required that 
the IRS be contacted in order to better understand the university's 501c3 status in 
relation to our tax status in relation to proper guidelines for disbursement of funds. DSI/N 
will share the total fund at fifty percent for the life of the cyber defense security 
foundation. The University of Washington will have the ability to use the university's half 
of the cyber security funds at the university's discretion. The DSI/N portion will be 
allocated to DSI/N for the purpose of cyber security functions in accordance with federal 
law and U.S. Department of Treasury guidelines i.e., making/ granting our own 
endowments at the University of Washington (if possible) and elsewhere aside from the 
University of Washington's spending of funds and specific financial decisions with regard 
to use of funds; The UW may decide to make a percentage of an endowment with its 
half of the funds versus DSI/N, which may decide to participate in the endowment but at 
a separate percentage. Perhaps one of the parties may wish to not participate in a 
particular endowment, project, ceremony, recruitment program, increased DOD hiring, 
divestment, etc., for reasons of other such activity interest, whereas, the other party 
actively participates in one or more of the aforementioned functions/ events. This 
arrangement creates total flexibility for the partnership/ program/ foundation/ ongoing 
endowment/ fund. Following preliminary talks, further evaluation by our analysts 
suggested that this particular foundation ought to be a public foundation. It may however 
come to light that perhaps a combination of foundation types is the ideal platform for this 
effort, or that a private foundation is better for our special situation. 
  
In addition to our official FY2003 Congressional Budget Call for $50 M, our service will 
actively recruit philanthropists, donors, grant-givers, and the like. DSI/N has already 
partnered with XXXXXX, XXXXXX, XXXXXX, XXXXXX, XXXXXX, current military/ 
intelligence officers, and a myriad of businesses, government and non-government 
institutions and organizations, etc. 
  
DSI/N comptrollers will need to discuss with university foundation staff how DSI/N 
portion of security funds are to be interagency/ institutionally transferred. There has been 
some stipulation as to this, however, given the special circumstances, perhaps IRS can 
make special arrangements through the Department of Defense (DOD)/ Department of 
Treasury. IRS contacts/ suggested POC's (suggested points of contact) at IRS and 
advisory of this shall be the decision of the university. 
  
It could be that the university is technically able to endow DSI/N with DSI/N's share of 
the funds, rather than hold to the notion that the university would not in the traditional 
way (as a result of 501c3 status), be able to pay DSI/N for DSI/N's service of obtaining 
funds to the university foundation account. There is a solution to the funds transfer 
clause. As suggested earlier today by foundation staff, DSI/N could serve as the "pay 
through" for third parties making endowments, but DSI/N would prefer that there be 
some solution to the extent that the university foundation comptroller is able to make a 
payment "for expense" (or however this works out after final analysis) to the 
accountability with AONN DSI U.S. Bank/ U.S. Treasury.  
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Financiers, Philanthropists, Grant Givers, Organizations and Corporations can fund the 
project by making bank notes and/or monies payable to: 
 
AONN U.S. Defense Security Intelligence Service 
In the �For� field indicate: University of Washington/ Cyber DSI Partnership,  
 
or, if not for UW Cyber DSI Endowment, then specify other program, project or 
agenda 
 
If you are a partnering sponsor and/or sponsor agency/organization, when U.S. DSI/N 
has received funds on your behalf, The Network is mandated to gather from you, further 
information for tax filing purposes. 
 
 
Thank you for your most positive reception and our service looks forward to a 
tremendously fruitful and long-lasting relationship with the University of 
Washington. AONN DSI appreciates the wonderful staff at the Executive Office at the 
Office of Development/ University of Washington Foundation.  
 
At the core of the AONN U.S. Defense Security Intelligence Network Service mission 
is our unrelenting responsibility to hire only the best and most qualified -- most talented 
and most brilliant -- thinking-way-outside-the-box -- new breed advanced -- defenders of 
cyberspace and United States/ international infrastructure.  
  
Sincerely, 
  
Jessica Daniels 
AONN Public Affairs/ 
Administration Operations 
  
  
  

 
  
  

 
  
 
  
  

 
  
 
  
 

The information transmitted is intended only for the person 
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or entity to which it is addressed and may contain confidential, 

and/or privileged material.  

If you received this in error, you are required by law to immediately contact 
the sender (206-666-8078) and delete the material from any computer, fax, 

network, contrivance, or system.  

  

  

  

Dear Recipient, 

The following transcript is the original message sent last week to various command 
components. If you are interested in forming a monumental partnership/alliance with our 
service and making an endowment via your company/organization, please do not hesitate 
to contact us.   

Thank you 

  

  

  

30 August 2002 

All Select Components Memorandum 
  

�Undeniably the most successful cooperative intelligence operation in world history�� 

  

Su: Treatise of Compromise 2002 

Multilateral Defense Security Intelligence 

Project/Operation: Epic Nations � Global Alliance 
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Dear Organization, 

  

The AONN DSI/N would like to transmit a proposal, which contains information 
regarding a multi-agency counterintelligence/counterterrorism program headquartered 
deep within the thick greenery and mountainous terrain of the Pacific Northwest. In 
seamless compliance with the XXXXXXOffice of Financial Management/XXX of 
Governor, XXX municipal government engineering and a quite reputable, Class-A 
property management firm, we have settled on a location for the new DSI Cyber Security 
Center/Facility/Complex. The service is requesting assistance and to begin with, would 
like for XXXXXX to be an ally in the joint effort.  

  

 

Advanced Counterintelligence Command 
Structure 

Special Independent Agency � Defense Security 
Intelligence Service 

 

Command Structure � Top Tier Tables of 
Organization 

AONN Congressional Affairs/ Historical Facts Committee 
Chairman Ret. Lieutenant Commander Robert A. Davidson (Crypto Board U.S. Navy) � 
Previously Commanding Officer of Reserve Unit Spokane, Washington (Assigned to 
AONN DSI/N panel on 9 Aug. 2002 Friday). Contact 

  

AONN Military Intelligence/ AONN Liaison to the Office of National 
Counterintelligence Executive 
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Former Major Robert A. Heber (U.S. Army) � CIA Special Operations Group 
(DDO/SOG) � Served as an Intelligence Officer with the Central Intelligence Agency 
within the Directorate of Operations Contact 

  

AONN Computer Information Security Chief Arlo Logozzo (Computer Information 
Systems Specialist) � Clandestine Operations and Special Projects Contact 

 

  

AONN Public Affairs Officer Jessica M. Daniels � Defense Staffing & Finance  -- 
Information Directorate/Administration Contact 

  

A multi-agency defense security intelligence service has been put in place to create a 
multibillion-dollar boost to the overall economy to help our country and allies win in the 
worldwide war against terrorism. AONN DSI is this entity. In conjunction, DSI/N will 
request $50 million from Congress to hire more DOD staff, specialists, support personnel 
from other agencies and to purchase additional computer, information and 
communications equipment from NSA. In cooperation with the Department of Justice�s 
Bureau of Justice Assistance, DSI/N will contribute to this special program by accessing 
AONN DSI sources to procure a guaranteed contract for $2 million in U.S. funds. This is 
a 2-phase process, which will provide all agencies involved, access to highly lucrative 
markets rather than the small percentage of stock commodities as in the case of other 
government corporation models. The best example of the highly lucrative markets to 
which we have referred is CIA�s In-Q-Tel. In-Q-Tel is impressive and a top innovation, 
which serves as an ideal model of a platform for government business. In-Q-Tel's 
platform can be operated by government to stay years ahead of the competition in the 
multi-faceted, global, multi-dimensional challenge with which we are all faced. Clearly, 
this kind of advanced model surpasses by light years and is quite opposite from, the 
statistically small financial returns generated by outdated government corporation 
business models. These essential profits generated by such government corporations are 
absolutely vital to the national security. 

  

History of �the Network� 

 

Through Harvard University Innovations In American Government circa January 14, 
2002, we officially created a new, beyond state of the art, U.S. national defense system. 
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AONN DSI had been conceived almost sixteen years prior, but was held over until public 
disclosure 17 May 2002 at Harvard University John F. Kennedy School of Government. 
Working closely with the Department of Defense as a trading partner, in August 2002 the 
Pentagon acknowledged AONN DSI existence as a �Special Independent Agency.� In 
July of 2002 the service had applied for upgraded agency status to executive level. 

If your organization is interested in getting involved and making an endowment, please 
have your comptroller contact administration through our public affairs U.S. West Coast 
channel Tel. 425.350.2778 / 206.666.8078. Thank you. 

 

Classified Branches: 

Research, Analysis, & Deployment (RAD) 

Global Intelligence Branch 

Advanced Defense Weapon Systems 

Special Access Division 

Space Systems Architecture & Deployment/Astrometrics 

Imagery Group/Geospatial & Multidimensional Analysis Section 

Armed Reconnaissance Unit  

  (Proposal to Merge with Federal Protective Service) 

Special Investigations & Intelligence (S2I) 
  
  
  
  
Sincerely, 
  
  
  
AONN DSI Public Affairs 
  
http://www.aonn.gov  
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The impossible made possible 

"Thousands of analysts will ponder how it was all achieved" 

  

  

  

This document and its pages are portion marked (U)nclassified for internal distribution 
only - Note - NSA and the U.S. Defense Security Intelligence Network have established 
this information to be secure for for the purpose of dissemination as: 

 }}}"Proprietary" Classified {{{ 

  

  

  
  
To: All of Our Assets 
  
...EPIC NATION... 
 
Internal Memo Sent to Global Ops Ready for Deployment as of 11 November 2002 
 
  
----- 11 Nov 2002 Update Regarding Scientific Breakthrough and Original Message -----  
From: AONN DSI Public Affairs  
Sent: Monday, August 19, 2002 4:15 PM 
Subject: All Select Components Memorandum  
CC: Commander XXXXXX 

Dear Mr. XXX,  

You may want to pass this around the office. Our national intelligence organization has 
communicated with the President's Special Board for Cyber Security/ Critical 
Infrastructure Protection Board, National Security Council and congressional leaders 
regarding AONN DSI/N's status, as DSI/N was a most sensitive project prior to 9/11. As 
you know, DSI/N is not in space-time in any way remotely characteristic of post 9/11 
bandwagon jumpers and that our leadership council abhors and despises such. Our 
charter is available online and was submitted to and approved by both NIST and the 
Department of Commerce as well as many other agencies. The way things look, 
XXXXXX may be our primary partner. Logistically, and with no pun intended, 
XXXXXX logically provides a perfect shroud of secrecy and ideal cover. Most would 
never suspect a XXXXXX outfit as a cloak for the greatest U.S. cooperative intel 
operation in history. Next to NSA, XXXXXX is a pinnacle source of numbers analysis. 
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DSI/N needs this kind of companionship environment. The Network exists 
wherever known numbers exist and positions itself to first identify the unknown ones. 
Furthermore, the two entities can do a lot for each other. 

At least one individual at nearly every known and unknown defense security intelligence 
network on Earth knows about our formation and Cyber Security Red Team mobilization. 
On the other hand, there are many entities that still do not know of our existence. It's fair 
to say: "Covert Ops" would be a gross understatement. The entire Senate Select 
Committee on Intel has long had this knowledge. Furthermore, DOD has informed our 
command structure that NMCC will provide oversight and advise in respect to the 
DSI/N's HUMINT operations, ongoing recruitment of spies, assets and top cadre of 
hackers. DSI/N's law enforcement arm operates counterintelligence systems, 
counterespionage, counter narcotics, and counterterrorism units. Consequently, our 
administration acted upon the aforementioned DOD gesture by ASD/OSD, proceeded 
with our special federal independent service's mission as indicated and became involved 
in the world of intelligence on an unprecedented level.  

The Defense Security Intelligence Network and database consist of approximately 
XXXXXX foreign and domestic sources. DSI/N's all-text website is an ingenious 
concept, which provides a most sought after layer of mass secrecy and 
counterintelligence never before achieved by anyone. Our service is the first, and The 
Network has received anomalous recognition throughout the world of foreign allies and 
friendly intelligence services. The DSI/N collective "energy" has taken the lead on 
major issues affecting U.S. national security. We have become, in a sense, master 
agents of influence in the way of U.S. foreign and domestic policy as DSI/N is able to 
operate outside established Agency guidelines. The Network, in the greatest way 
imaginable, it has been discovered, complements CIA design. So perhaps it is The 
Agency that will be The Network's primary partner.  

Extraordinarily, our scientists and analysts created and then deployed an overt/ 
covert anti-crime and psychological (PsyOp) military operation, which transforms 
XXXXXX (elements) into controllable entities. Who else could have possibly pulled 
this off? As such, DSI/N was commissioned by DOD and are in fact officially 
and legally working for the Pentagon -- accomplishing profoundly incredible feats in 
regard to the creation, architecture and implementation of multilateral defense security 
intelligence systems e.g., negotiation, communications, inspiration, guidance and 
leadership. In essence, AONN DSI has the "juice" and was what everyone was looking 
for and trying to accomplish, so to speak. DSI/N is able to do things as a unique entity 
that could never be done before and that would be considered outside other agencies' 
guidelines. As you are well aware, AONN U.S. Defense Security Intelligence Network 
clearly consists of active DOD personnel working at Above TS levels. Therefore, DSI/N 
has made every effort to communicate its every move to ASD/OSD/C3I channels. 
Invariably, AONN maintains rapport either directly and/or indirectly with every 
conceivable DSI network i.e., CIA, DIA, FBI, NSA, and so forth. And to some, it is no 
secret that the multimedia conglomerate side of AONN is the front end. Yet, this has 
been nothing but positive press for the Department of Defense, our larger Community, 
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and has not been harmful as was Air America, Bell Helicopters and other such public 
inquiries. How could that be possible? No negative press even in spite of AONN Records 
(thought of by some [though not true -- really multimedia in general] as a primarily urban 
and mainstream music recording business) being an intelligence service's commercial 
business front. AONN DSI waited very patiently and strategically for public opinion of 
the Community to be transformed, become positive and for U.S. intelligence interests. 
The media, special interests and PsyOps had a lot to do with this. In an amazing way, 
DSI/N has its pulse on the nation unlike others. The public as a whole loves the super 
genius overt/ covert U.S. Defense Security Intelligence Network/ Service/ AONN DSI/ 
AONN Records operation/ campaign and will "listen" to and agree with U.S. intelligence 
interests as never before in world history. Compelling evidence demonstrates that a 
majority of people in America and elsewhere actually now "love" the secret shadowy spy 
agency theme, which clearly was not previously the case -- even our worst enemies 
admire our dark DSI theme and exclusive culture of mega-clandestinity. DSI/N knew 
how to maneuver the entire system of national security and take it to a level that some 
White House staff and components are only now talking about doing themselves. The 
fact that DSI continues to be one or more steps ahead of even some at the White House/ 
Homeland Security and other ultra secret agencies, which house below-ground, nearly 
impenetrable �safes� and other such compartments containing the most classified 
information, has shocked the whole intelligence community -- analysts are baffled by 
AONN DSI's mighty moves. People are cheering for DSI/N and changing their minds 
about government and security. Officials and the masses are applauding DSI/N's out-of-
this-world efforts. Members of Congress have offered full support. AONN DSI/N is a 
super formula comprised of geniuses, some of who until recently, were unknown and/or 
overlooked (for extraordinary reasons) to/by the Community. AONN DSI has achieved 
what no other spy organization ever has -- AONN DSI has in many respects paralleled 
OSS, but went a direction that CIA legally could not. This was astonishingly done in 
favor of CIA and in fact, to pay homage to the Agency. DSI/N applauds the CIA as 
its greatest influence, inspiration and guiding light. AONN all the while had the CIA in 
mind as positive, versus negative public opinion of the Agency that has long existed. 
DSI/N in secrecy and on its own championed a cause to change the way opponents 
abroad and at home, think about U.S. intelligence services. Therefore, a special team of 
profoundly gifted scientists embarked upon a ten year long quest to make this a reality. 
Many of these scientists lived double, triple, and even more than quadruple lives to avoid 
persecution as a result of their giftedness. More stunning is that some of the prodigies 
were ex-underworld operators and formerly held anti-establishment ideologies, but were 
transformed into the greatest of patriots as a result of the "indoctrination 
experience." AONN DSI connected to CIA alumni and formed an incredible network 
bond that is almost unbelievable. Similar to other such cases observed all throughout 
history, people couldn't believe how AONN DSI came out of nowhere and became a new 
premier intelligence service, thereby taking the ancient craft of intelligence to the next 
level. AONN DSI created/ promulgated/ mitigated a paranormal formula-event-system 
that persuades targeted foreign and domestic enemies, detractors and opponents to 
willingly hand over secrets, information, data, intelligence and align with us -- the United 
States. How is that possible? DSI/N is an asset and amazing system that is crucial to the 
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future and present U.S. national-international security. There are Beautiful Minds among 
us and ones that do work for government.  

The most incredible energy and vision since (R.I.P.) ...Nathan Hale  

http://www.cnn.com/2002/ALLPOLITICS/10/17/intelligence.inquiry/index.html 

  
 

  
  
We cannot pretend that it does not exist � Define Government � Define Hero 
 
The United States Defense Security Intelligence Network � Our Service 
 
�Following in the footsteps of George Washington and General William Donovan�s 
Office of Strategic Services (OSS) 
 
One day we shall be truly free and free forever� 
 
 
We Are the Government � We Are the People  


